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PREFACE 
Bart6k composed his First Piano Concerto in his "piano year" in 1926 for his own 
performance. In this year, he also composed his Sonata, Out ofDoors suite, Nine Little 
Piano Pieces, and the first of his Mikrokosmos collection. In the 1920s Bart6k was very 
active as a pianist, performing and making concert tours frequently in cities of Westem 
‘Europe, Soviet Union and even the United States. The demand for Bart6k as a 
performing artist contributed to the creation of these works. These works evidence a 
heightened concem for counterpoint, reflecting Bart6k's interest in Bach's music.i The 
First Piano Concerto was considered Bart6k's first real attempt in the concerto genre.2 
The world premiere of this concerto was in Frankfurt am Main on 1 July 1927 with 
Furtwangler as conductor. After that, it was also performed in various places; 1927 : 
London (Clark)，Prague (Strasser), Warsaw (Fitelberg), Vienna (Strasser); 1928 : New 
York (Reiner), Boston (Koussevitzky), Cincinnati (Reiner), Budapest (Dohnanyi), 
Cologne (Abendroth), Berlin (Kleiber), Amsterdam and The Hague (Monteux), Erfurt 
(Jung); 1929 : Leningrad (Gauk), Bremen (Wendel), Danzig (Kun); 1930 : London 
(Wood), Freiburg (Balzer); 1931 : Frankfurt am Main (Steinberg); 1932 : Paris 
(Slonimzky)3 Each time, Bart6k himself was the soloist. Nevertheless, despite the 
fame of Bart6k and the distinguished conductors who conducted the work, the orchestras 
found the parts in the First Piano Concerto too difficult and the conductors themselves 
were not always comfortable with the language of Bart6k's new music. An incident 
illustrates this point. In 1927，Bart6k planned to make his American debut on December 
22，and arrangements for the concert were made well in advance with Willem 
Mengelberg, who was to conduct the New York Philharmonic Orchestra on this 
occasion. Nevertheless, to Bart6k's disappointment, the First Piano Concerto was 
replaced by his Rhapsody at the last minute. The reason was that Mengelberg declared 
the music too difficult; and he could not possibly conduct the concerto with only three 
rehearsals.4 Moreover, after a New York performance in 1928，one critic wrote : 5 
1. Malcolm Gillies, BartdkRemeinbered (New York : W.W.Norton & Company’ Inc., 1990), p.xviii. 
2. Jaiios Karpdti, ,The First Two Piano Concertos," The Bartdk Companion, edited by Malcolm 
Gillies (London : Faber & Faber’ 1993), p.498. 
3. Programme notes written by L^szl6 Somfai in the introduction of the recording for Bart6k's three 
piano concertos produced by Hungaroton, Magyar HangIemezgy^o V^lalat (1972). 
4. Jack Edwin Guerry, Bart6k's Concertos for Solo Piano - A Stylistic and Formal Analysis. Ph. D. 
Dissertation (Michigan State University, 1964), pp. 17-18. 
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There were broken bits of themes hammered out on (he piano and answered by equally angry blasts 
of wind instruments. The only sustained motive is that of bitterness, and the sum total is 
unmitigated ugliness. 
The unsatisfactory response from the First Piano Concerto prompted Bart6k to 
compose a second concerto in 1931. ‘. 
I wrote my First Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in 1926. I consider it a successful work although 
its writing is a bit difficult - one might even say very difficult! - As much for orchestra as for 
audience. That is why some years later (1930-1931), while writing my Second Concerto, I wanted 
‘ to produce a piece which would contrast with the first : a work which would be less bristling with 
~* difficulties for the orchestra and whose thematic material would be more pleasing. This intention 
� explains the rather light and popular character of most of the themes of my latest concerto : a 
lightness that sometimes almost reminds me of one of my youthful works, the First Suite for 
Orchestra, Op. 3 (1905).6 
The world premi6re of the Second Piano Concerto was also held in Frankfurt am Main 
with Hans Rosbaud as conductor on 23 January, 1933. Later performances were in 
1933 : Vienna (Klemperer), Strasbourg (Palotai), London (Boult); 1934 : Winterthur 
(Scherchen), Zurich (Hofmann), Stockholm (Talich), London (Buesst), Prague (Talich); 
1935 : Rotterdam (Flipse), Basel (Sturzenegger), Schaffhausen (Disler); 1936 : London 
(Wood), Utrecht (Otterloo), Birmingham (Howard), Lemberg (Pensis); 1937 : Brussels 
(Andre); 1938 : Budapest (Ansermet); 1939 : Lausanne, Geneva (Ansermet), 
Scheveningen (Schuricht)； 1941 : Chicago (Stock). The Second Piano Concerto was 
well-received with positive comments: 
Original forces, hardly existent up to now in European music, break out in the earnest first 
movement - accompanied exclusively by wind instruments - into an elemental Allegro barbaro; but 
it is controlled force. A world of higher spiritual order, wonderful plasticity and clarity of form, is 
built in the slow movement from strict alternation of piano-recitative (with kettledrum) and muted 
string sound. And what deep originality in the shaping of the presto middle section, what 
abundance of fantasy in the demonic finale! This piano concerto numbers among the most 
important, the strongest works of new music? 
Andor Foldes, concert pianist and pupil of Bart6k, also said in 1959 that Bart6k 
himself thought rather highly of this work and believed in its final success strongly.8 
Therefore, it is the objective of the present writer to look into details of Bart6k's first two 
piano concertos. Many aspects of these two piano concertos will be examined. 
6. Benjamin Suchoff, editor, "Analysis of the Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," BelaBart6k 
Essays (London : Faber & Faber，1976)，p.419. 
7. Musikbldtter des Anhruch (Vienna, September, 1934), quoted in Stevens, The Music ofBela Bartdk, 
p.77. See also Guerry, Bartdk^s Concertosfor Solo Piano’ p.73. 
8. Andor Foldes, "Letter to tlie Editor," The Listener, LXII (October 1，1959)，pp.533-534, quoted in 
Guerry, Bartdk's Concertosfor Solo Piano, p.73. 
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In both concertos, Bart6k reuses thematic materials from preceding movements. 
Monothematicism seems to be a phenomenon in these two works. Thus the first task of 
this present thesis aims at analyzing the form and the thematic relationship of the two 
Bart6k concertos. Analyses will show how he makes use of the thematic materials, how 
he disguises them, varies and reuses them. Moreover, Erno Lendvai's theory of Golden 
Section and proportional analysis will be applied to the second movement of Bart6k's 
‘First Piano Concerto in order to suggest that a climactic point may have been planned 
hefore Bart6k wrote the music. 
The First and Second Piano Concertos also represent Bart6k's aesthetic view on 
instrumentation, which deserves studying. His strong preference for the percussion and 
brass instruments is quite obvious. As he came across some excellent piano teachers like 
Ludwig Burger, Laszl6 Erkel and Thoman when he received his musical training and as a 
virtuoso pianist，his piano writing in the two concertos is different from that of his 
contemporaries. In various places, he groups the instruments so that the piano becomes a 
companion of the percussion. The percussive quality of the piano is also fully exploited. 
Thus a part of this thesis will be devoted to the study of instrumentation of the two 
concertos. 
The two Bart6k concertos also represent a fusion of art music and folk music. Art 
music refers mainly to the Germanic musical tradition as exemplified by works of Bach, 
Beethoven, Brahms, Wagner and Strauss. Although Bart6k's musical training and 
knowledge were deeply rooted in this tradition, his interest in nationalism of Hungary 
and his contact with authentic folk music of Hungary and its neighbouring countries 
facilitated a new approach in his compositions. The two concertos actually are influenced 
by divergent folk and art music sources. One of the aims of the present research is to see 
how Bart6k makes his first two piano concertos a synthesis of Western and Eastern 
Europe. 
Bart6k was one of the twentieth-century composers who were influenced by 
Neoclassicism. It is quite obvious that the two concertos show affinities with an 
eighteenth century Baroque concerto. The first part of the last chapter of this research is 
intended to show the extent of Neoclassical technique in these two works and to find out 
whether they represent a musical renaissance or not. Furthermore, the influences of 
Beethoven and Stravinsky on the two Bart6k concertos will also be analyzed. 
Beethoven, the Classical giant is, according to John Meyen the shaping force of the 
Adagio in the second movement of Bart6k's Second Piano Concerto. Stravinsky, the 
renowned Russian composer, is also admired by Bart6k. Bart6k's works owe much 
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allegiance to Stravinsky. The melodic shape of the first six notes of Bart6k's Second 
Concerto corresponds to the beginning of the Finale of Stravinsky's Firebird. In other 
places in the two Bart6k concertos, the use of displaced accents, heavily attacked chords 
and frequent ostinato techniques is also a reflection of Stravinskian music. The extent 
and the way Bart6k uses "Stravinskian" style will be discussed in detail. 
A conclusion will be drawn at the end of this thesis to forge a response to the points 







There have not been many detailed analyses done on the formal structure of Bart6k's 
•first two piano concertos. Nevertheless, the scores published by Editio Musica Budapest 
CEMB) provide a detailed outline of the concertos;^ Dr. M. Koren provides an analysis 
for the First Piano Concerto while a person with initials F. S.10 provides analysis for the 
Second Piano Concerto. Moreover, JE Guerryll has also done in-depth research on 
Bart6k's three concertos for piano and orchestra. Bart6k himself has written a brief 
outline of his Second C o n c e r t o . l 2 Apart from these, no other references can be found. 
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 display the formal outline of Bart6k's First and Second 
Piano Concertos given by EMB, Guerry and the present writer. Disparities can be found 
in several places. In this chapter, apart from giving a detailed analysis of the formal 
structure of the two concertos, it is also the present writer's objective to explain these 
disparities. 主 
, 
9. B61aBart6k, I Konzert fur Klavier und Orchester, II Konzert fur Klavier und Orchester, (Budapest: 
Editio Musica, Z9032 and Z9026). 
10. Possibly Franz Schreker. . 
11. Jack Edwin Guerry, Bart6k's Concertos for Solo Piano : A Stylistic and Formal Analysis. Ph D. 
dissertation (Michigan State University, 1964). 
12. Suchoff, "Analysis of the Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," pp. 419-423. 
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Piano Concerto No. 1 (1926) 
J-r^  • 一.—^~». • 
The First Piano Concerto is characterized by its wealth of thematic materials. It 
consists of three movements. The two outer movements are in sonata form, the middle 
movement is in ternary form. 
“ T h e three analyses of the formal structure as shown in Appendix 1 basically agree 
with each other except in certain places. For example, in the Exposition, a question 
arises over where it should end and where the Development section should begin. Some 
of these differences can be the result of differences of opinion. Unfortunately, some 
differences are probably caused by miscounting of measure numbers. Such is the case in 
Dr. Koren's analysis. In the first movement, after the Exposition, his numbering is 
constantly ten measures behind the present writer's analysis. Moreover, he has 
miscaculated the total length of the movement as 485 instead of 482 measures. Thus the 
bracketed numbers indicate the probable correct numbering. A similar miscalculation also 
appears in Guerry's analysis. He shows that the third movement of the First Concerto 
has 534 measures, instead of 528. This kind of mistake could have been avoided if the 




All three analyses agree that the first thirty-seven measures are the Introduction. In 
this section, many of Bart6k's typical compositional devices can be found. The materials 
which start the Introduction are important because they provide materials for the later part 
of the movement. Firstly, the note B from the double bass suggests a tonal centre of B. 
Secondly, the repeated notes from the timpani, trombone, horn and piano also suggest 
one of the characteristic features of the first subject which appears later in the piano. 
Secondly, the harmony built on major seconds (B from piano and timpani; A from hom 
and trombone), minor seconds (G-sharp and A from m7) and perfect fourth (B-flat and 
D-sharp from m7) suggest a favourite melodic and harmonic taste of Bart6k for the piece 
while the syncopated rhythm from the horn and trombone implies a frequently used 
rhythmic motive in the First Piano Concerto (Example 1). ‘ 
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Example 1. Con 1 : i mml-7 
- - - 7 " d ^ : 
^ ^ , j i i i i l i _ ; j ; i , i ; j i ^ : : i i 
j L U L L U LLLJ U_JJ L J I O L L U J 
f> ___崎| 二 i^=-
‘一 The introduction also consists of a tune played by the hom (Example 2a)，then by the 
bassoon (Example 2b). This tune provides most of the materials for later themes both 
harmonically and melodically, and it has several characteristics. Firstly, it is syncopated. 
Secondly, the tune has only a narrow range from E-flat to A-flat. Thirdly, the interval of 
a minor third is prominent and produces a modal flavor. 
Example 2a. Con 1 : i mml3-19; 2b. mm22-29 
: j k .^..^  丨 >~ 
2JL ^ ^ ^ 0 “ I 1 1^ lh' 1 J ' I 1 “ ' i i 丨丨、I Y -
2i ^ ^ ^ ^ t W " ^ i i*ifTWTTTfTr ‘= 
~ ^ 1 I � ^___J^ 1—I L^ 
Exposition (mm 38-162) 
The Exposition consists of two major subject groups. However, it can be said that 
these two subjects are actually closely related to each other. The first subject, which 
starts with the note A， i s found at measure 38 (Example 3). For analysis, it is more 
convenient to break this subject into three significant motives 'a', 'b' and 'c'. 'a' is 
characterized by its repeated notes, 'b's scalic character is quite obvious, 'c's interest is 
mainly its rhythm : the fragment ^ \ f J ! | and a syncopation. The cadence leading 
to the end of the first subject area suggests E as the tonal centre for the piece (mm93-
101). Therefore, it is justifiable to say that the repeated B at the beginning is the 
dominant of the piece. 
Example 3. Con 1 : i mm38-49 
: f t>'十丫^ -—i--k-^- ~*~~< ‘— ^  b-^ f^_^ j^  一二-^  
^ ^ ^ 4 f B & " t t ^ ^ ^ t t ^ 
"C-, 卞 十 _^卞_^ p ^ ^ 厂 
_ — _ 巨 _ _ 兰 華 . 目 _ 兰 兰 目 ^ ^ ^ 
r � P ^ 十 ； ： 十 n- ^ - - = 丁 ^ r~~>~T—, s=^ ._~J-^ ^ 
^ = = ^ ™ 
！ 
The second subject (Example 4) is a pentatonic tune which starts on E (ml05). 
Harmonically, it is supported by E-F-sharp-B from the strings. The syncopated rhythm 
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and the melodic contour of the first half of this subject have their origin in the brass tune 
in the Introduction. 
Example 4. Con 1 : i mml05-108 
•*>:... ‘ -^ . 一 -.‘ 
丄 厂 」 h | T 
' p S j z 4 4 g P P — • = 
cl � ^\=^ 
\ 一 -^]-""^ I^ ； ^ 
> l ^ ^ l ^ ~ ~ ^ F = T T T T _ ^ = — 
- ‘ - ‘ ^ 4 - ^ 4 S-^^ 
• m . 
•^ 
Apartfrom the two subjects, other motives are also significant since they constitute a 
large portion of the concerto : 'd' (Example 5), 'e' (Example 6)，'f' (Example 7)，'g' 
(Example 8). 
Example 5. Con 1 : i m55 (motive 'd') 
^ ^ f c 
^. 
Example 6. Con 1 : i mm81-85 (motive 'e') , 
.. ： ^j^—.^~ 
時 ^ 山 . 丨 丨 1 1 1 丨 了 力 了 " I 
Example 7. Con 1 : i mm94-97 (motive T) 
. f r T > — � , r � 7 T T , 
^ ^ 1 1 I 11 I 
t 
Example 8. Con 1 : i mmll3-117 (motive 'g') 
—‘一一一 如 + Jf：去 + 连 + 4； ^ 土 ^ 亡 知 ^ 去 连 去 # X X 4 4： 
1 病 _ _ _ 牵 _ _ _ 尝 ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ 春 
1 T ‘ J A:Jf^Y r M f ^ T ^ ^ V f f=M r r V ^ f f f 
li^j^| 1| 1 m 1| 丨1 1-
However, association can be made between these motives and the two subjects, and 
even with the brass tune from the Introduction. For example, 'e' and T' are certainly 
rooted in the horn tune. The Exposition closes with a superimposed quintal chord built 
on G, D and A at measure 162. , 
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Dr. Koren's analysis indicates that the Exposition finishes at measure 172 and the 
Development section starts at the same measure. It seems unconvincing since measure 
172 is the midpoint of a canonic passage built on motive 'e'. As mentioned before, this 
is probably due the miscounting of measure numbers. Guerry suggests that the 
Exposition finishes at measure 130 and the Development section begins at measure 131， 
when the first phrase of the first subject is transposed up a minor third. However, 
I 
measure 131 does not satisfactorily suggest an end of a section in Bart6k's style. A 
Bart6kian way of closing a section is to let the whole orchestra repeat a chord several 
ticies homophonically. Such is the case between measures 98 and 100; the chord built 
on E, F-sharp and B is repeated many times to indicate the end of the first subject area 
and the beginning of the second. Therefore, the superimposed quintal chords built on G, 
D and A between measures 159 to 162 suggest the end of the Exposition. 
Development (mml63-332) 
Thus the Development Section starts off with 'e' and its mirror canon. Nevertheless, 
both the first and the second subjects are absent in this section, until it comes to the 
Pseudo Recapitulation at measure 332. The piano is extraordinarily active in this 
Development Section. Here, Bart6k has written different passages which show pianistiS 
virtuosity (Examples 9，10, 11, 12). 
Example 9. Con 1 : i mml81-184 
•—— • - _•• —-••_ |厂广一一了〜~ 丽 -. 
n ^ ^ _ k—p , _ ,> L . , 昧 年 丨 
4)f( 7 h _ ^ ^ ^ f M Y ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
J T ^ T ^ ^:z：：^^^^ ^ . 
; ^ r ^ : ^ ~ H >^t T ^ 1^ 3 
^ i f “ ^ = 4 ~ ^ 1^  |t?i »|Ub^>^-^ ( 4 _ UH.於 
Exainple 10. Con 1 : i ml90 
^ . — r ^ ^ ^ A t ^ 一 -
^ ^ ^ ^ 6 i ^ ^ ^ ^ J f '3 , r '^^ 禱 …… 
L., T t r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ % = ^ 1 ¾ = ^ ^ . � u ~ ~ : —  
Example 11. Con 1 : i mm 245-246 
a ^ ; Y — 卞 “ . ’ Y , 1 = 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ m L U a ^ i E 
i ^ f^=in - ^ ^ n ^ — — l ^ ^ ^ ^ p — ^ ^ 
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Example 12. Con 1 : i mm 302-303 
本 -fc ^ r t 
； 麵 _ - 4 : “ - - > 
1 ^^ Pi=:=g F^f^"p=r fA 
1寒1^ f h r t ^ ^ ^ 
' T ^ ^ -F ^ ^ ••• ••'•" 
The horn tune, its modified form and motive 'e' are frequently utilized both in the 
orchestra and the piano part. It should be noted that a further developed horn .tune, 
‘motive 'h' (Example 13) is found in this section and has been very prominent since its 
first appearance in measure 235 in the piano, then very soon after in the clarinet. This 
modified brass tune is frequently taken by the piano and strings, until the appearance of 
the Pseudo Recapitulation. The Development goes through various tonal areas including 
G(ml63), D(ml90) and C(m226). 
Example 13. Con 1 : i mm235-245 (motive 'h') 
. I ^^^^^^^^_^_______ j 广"7 , - - r _ ^J」• I > I —~"r ‘ • • - • '•^J,^"~ 
^ ^ = ^ 4 = 1 = 1 ^ 弄 三 运 三 二 三 玉 ^ ^ 三 三 三 ^ ^ 三 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 三 
^ ^ 3 F M ^ E ^ B B ^ ^ ^ 5 i i f = = ^ i = ^ ^ 
; t " " r g L L u _ C O x : f L _ L ^ 二 
^^^=i=^MJ=Mtb^^ 
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Pseudo Recapitulation (mm333-366) 
The return of 'a', 'b' and 'c' at m333 is only a suggested Recapitulation. Here, the 
first subject materials are transposed a fifth higher than the Exposition. For this reason, it 
is termed a Pseudo-Recapitulation. About twelve measures before the retum of the first 
subject, the tonality suggests B, which acts as the dominant preparation for the retum of 
E. 
Recapitulation (mm366-463) and Coda (mm463-482) 
The real Recapitulation does not come until measure 366. The return of the first 
subject starts on A, as the Exposition does. Although much abridged and shortened, 
most of the thematic materials arc rccapitulated and the motives of the subject appear in 
the same order. As a compensation for its absence in the Development Section, the 
second subject, though compressed and varied, appears very frequently in the 
Recapitulation. The music of some motives, such as 'g', is much thickened and is 
tumed into clusters (m424). In the closing passage, motive T is also widely used by the 
brass and its last appearance is much lengthened into a typical Hungarian phrase with 
dotted rhythm (Example 14).13 In the Coda, a canonic fanfare passage built on motive 
13. See Chapter III: The Influences of Folk Music on Bart6k's First Two Piano Concertos. 
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'e' brings this movement to an end. The last superimposed quintal chord, built on the 
notes E, B and F-sharp, reconfirms a tonal area of E for this movement. 
Example 14. Con. 1 : i mm450-463 
,i\ jjfCLP^3^tUL 
-Ht>m _ _ ~j~~l ^ 门 ‘ ^ ~ 
^B=±H=fai=i:t£=bfTPTl|| ^ l ' 1 g t - -
j_Y_i ^ ；； 7 ？ y V —^ -^^^“ 
1 广 才 1 l"|1 ] T t , I | | f r 仆 f f | l r . | f v ^ ^ = 
~ “ ~~•‘ L J - - ^ LJ L L ^ ^ 
Movement II 
This movement is in Ternary form. 
Section A (mml-82) 
The first 30 measures are an Introduction. The first A section consists of only 52 
measures. In the introduction, a three-note motive (motive 'i') J"^]"~] from the 
Timpani and a four-note motive (motive 'j') J"^"J“] | J from the piano are 
predominant. This section consists of a counterpoint between the piano and the 
percussion, as well as amongst various kinds of percussion instruments. The harmony 
of the piano is based on seconds (e.g. D-E) and superimposed fourths (e.g. A-sharp, D-
& 
sharp, G-sharp, C-sharp), a favourite harmonic device of Bart6k, most of the time. 
Towards the end of the Introduction, there is a preliminary passage of triplet figures 
from the piano. They are composed of minor seconds and their vertical expansion -
sevenths and ninths. This triplet passage, in fact, is comprised of three notes - B, C and 
D-flat. The cadence leading to the first statement (Example 15) at measure 30 suggests 
tonality of G-sharp for this movement. The tonality of the second statement (Example 
16) is unclear since G and G-sharp are used simultaneously. Nevertheless, there is a 
close intervallic relationship between this second statement and the first four notes of the 
second subject of the first movement, especially at the place marked r \ . 
Example 15. Con 1 : ii mm30-32 
I ^ ^ ^ H ] -^k r j - — 
^ ^ ^ E ^ ^ j _ _ = 
^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ r ^ r ^ i - 巨 
\ ~ ~ " ^ • — — - ‘ I 
Example 16. Con 1 : ii mm41-42 
—— tf~| M •‘ 
. p W i Q - ^ i ^ t f ) i ^ ^ L 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s ： 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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The addition of the oboe, clarinet and flute in the transition prior to the second section 
is an anticipation of the importance of the wind instruments in the B section. 
The length of the first section also causes a disparity of opinion in the three analyses. 
Guerry suggests that the first section ends at measure 90. In other words, he implies that 
the materials from measures 83 to 90 belong to the first section. Nevertheless, the 
‘figuration from both the piano and percussion in this place goes well with the figuration 
after measure 91. They obviously belong to the same section. Measures 83 to 90 are an 
integral part of the middle section, and they should not be separated. Starting from 
measure 83, the ostinato pattern of the piano is gradually thickened. Probably, Bart6k 
intends to build a grand crescendo with the gradual addition of woodwind instruments. 
Section B (mm83-141) 
Measures 83 to 90 are an introduction in which the piano has taken up the role of 
playing a three-note motive. Harmonically speaking, the interval of sevenths is important 
in this piano ostinato. The main theme is played by the clarinet (Example 17). It is 
treated polyphonically as the English hom and bassoon come in with a different tonal 
s-
level a few measures later. 
Example 17. Con 1 : ii mm91-112 
4uiiiiliu丨丄丨1丄1丨丄丨|| j'iff_Qii I丄I 
^ % ^ ^ ^ - ^ : j _ > 4^ 丄 土 一 』 丄 ^ ^ i - ^ i 
Polymodality is characteristic in this middle section. A gradual crescendo, enhanced 
by the gradual addition of instruments and thickening of music, brings the whole piece to 
a climax at measure 126. In this section, Bart6k has interestingly put the piano in a 
accompaniment-like position. This ostinato pattern, as mentioned before, does vary : the 
harmony built on sevenths is gradually changed to superimposed fourths, and finally 
into clusters by measure 126 (Example 18a’ b and c). The thinning out of the music also 
signifies the end of this section. 
Example 18a. Con 1 : ii mm84-85; 18b. mmlOO-101; 18c. mml26-127 
1 ^ ^ 1 | 胸 丨 - ¾ | | ^ ^ 穩 
^L^^H^-^^4T3-\f^ 'l>t^S ^ ¾ ¾ I 
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Section A (mml42-177) 
Guerry suggests that the B section finishes at measure 150. This seems equally 
unconvincing since the triplet figures, when they first appear, belong to Section A. The 
retum of these figures at measure 142, therefore, indicates the retumt)f Section A. 
This section consists of only 35 measures, thus thematic materials tend to be 
“shortened and abridged. The main statement is found at measure 151 in the woodwind 
instead of the piano, but the tonality remains the same. The piano continues playing the 
three-note motive, with harmony built on seconds. The recurrence of the second 
statement with variation is found at measure 165. This time，it is not only played by the 
piano, but by other woodwinds as well; tonality is as unclear as in its first appearance. 
Coda (mml78-214) 
The materials of the Introduction, such as the triplet figures and the contrapuntal 
treatment of a three-note motive, return here. Moreover, melodic elements from the B 
section can also be found, though very temporarily. The whole movement concludes 
with the contrapuntal treatment of the three-note motive of the percussion and the four-
.¾-
note motive of the piano. The whole structure is, in fact, based on a palindromic design 
(Figure 1). This arch form paves the way for a more mature structural design in the 
Second Piano Concerto. Although the last chord, which is built on G-sharp, A-sharp 
and B, suggests that G-sharp is a probable tonal centre for this movement, tonality is 
very much obscured by the juxtaposition of different modes. It must be concluded that 
this movement has very bold use of harmony which is mainly built on seconds, fourths, 
sevenths and clusters. 
Figure 1 : The palindromic design of the second movement. First Piano Concerto 
Introduction / A B A / Coda 
Movement III 
A passage of glissandos from the brass at the end of the second movement (mm215-





The Exposition consists of two contrasting subject groups. The first one, with its 
emphasis on rhythm, is composed of three motivic elements 'k', T and 'm' (Examples 
19a, 19b’ and 19c). The first subject, when it appears, is accompanied by two ostinatos 
from the strings (Example 20a) and the winds (Example 20b). Ther E tonality of the first 
subject is never obscured. Melodically speaking, the ostinato from the strings has a 
relation of seconds while harmonically, the relation is built on fourths. For the ostinato 
^J[rom the winds, the intervallic relationship is built mostly on seconds, thirds and 
augmented fourths melodically. These two ostinatos are carried through until measure 56 
when the first subject disappears The last chord played by the orchestra and piano (m51) 
reconfirms that this movement has a tonal centre on E. 
Example 19a. Con 1 : iii mm5-7 (motive 'k') ； 19b. Con 1 : iii mml l -14 (motive T) 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
r i " i ^ ^ ^ = t z ^ = " ^ ^ ^ ^ t " ^ j p r o j # 
Example 19c. Con 1 : iii mm30-32 (motive 'm') 
.¾-
I ‘ —— 
上 一 一 ^ ^ 卞 寸 守 : ^ f > f - ^ L ,_ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t T F ^ 
T " ^ 
Example 20a. Con 1 : iii mml-2; 20b. Con 1 : iii mml-2 
..一— — ‘ ‘ 
-Z^Ji^ _ " - ^ I = 1 _ _ _ r -
r z ; N r i r n r n i ^ i 1 i Q = ^ , 
^ ^ ^ 从 拟 圭 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ $ : 
( � : � 4 1 ^ 1 »1 丨 j #LI 
T_i_ff ^ r i f p 
After the first subject, a transitional passage with materials that resemble motive 'h' of 
the first movement is found in the piano (Example 21). The contrasting second subject 
which begins on E-sharp, is played by the trumpet, then by the trombones (Example 22). 
The harmony, mainly from the piano, suggests that C-sharp is the tonal area for this 
second subject. The role of the piano in the second subject area becomes 
accompaniment, playing ostinato-like figures again (Example 23). 
Example 21. Con 1 : iii mm57-63 
^ -. - - - -- 7 ^ Y - — 〉 ‘ -二 -
, , ^ ^ ^ i k s f e n ^ 丄.—’丄 t n t - f f f ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ % f 斷 
1 ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ 4 』 伊 -
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Example 25. Con 1 : iii mm254-265 
_ ... , • 
- r"T'] ,叫 
: ^ r ^ t H + r H M U i J 1 _ ^ ^ 
r , r "^―“ "^"-一 -**-^  、- •广 .^, ^ -j- 1 
^ 4 
“__ Example 23. Con 1 : iii mm88-90 
‘ “^  . “ • . - - - - -•- -—— — 
, Ij\ . 功 ffl 孙 ' 4 ^ , 
fhy- 7jM LLl | ' u 
.m ^ i - /[^  1丨 /f 
^ i � 
At measure 148，the transitional passage with 'h' motivic materials has now 
transformed its thematic shape and become a proper third subject (Example 24). Bart6k 
interestingly uses a key signature of 5 sharps in this area, thus suggesting a tonal centre 
on B. This subject and its modification are carried through until the Development Section 
S-
begins at measure 210. 
Example 24. Con 1 : iii mml48-154 
r i l B S ] i g f ' l 
柄 + _ ^ 、 0 " ^貪 二 J p 牛 + ~^ ,U-_, ,h ：^ 
^ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ 垂 _ _ _ 謹 — _ 
h^ U%^l UJ^TJ Ubi>M|j^ _[|>"^ r 
Development (mm210-350) 
Guerry suggests that the Development section begins at measure 217. Again, this 
seems to be an error since the timpani entry at measure 210 is an obvious indication of a 
new section. The repeated G played by the timpani is quite a Bart6kian way of 
introducing a section, 'k', '1' and 'm' then appear and are exploited. A new theme, 
which starts on D, is announced by the horn at measure 255 (Example 25). It is 
accompanied by a counter-melody from the trombone (Example 26). In disguise, the 
new theme is then taken up by the piano, the strings, hom and trombone respectively. 
/ 
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Example 25. Con 1 : iii mm254-265 
| ^ i j j h n m f f f i i i r i ] i i 1 1 ^ i i f l g j i h i 
d J :-^. LJr if ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W t ^ 
Example 26. Con 1 : iii mm257-262 “ 
_. - - ---• • 
^ - - . i " T h M ^ r t i ^ t " T ^ f i f ,ii..;n^-..^ 
^ ^ 二 三 三 三 三 ^ 三 五 三 三 三 三 三 ¥ ^ ^ ^ 二 • 
1 ^ ^ — b - - ^ — l ^ , ^ i - ' — t = i " ^ " i ~ ^ ~ ~ “ 
.� 
In the final section of the Development, there is a point (m319) where there is a 
juxtaposition of various motives : the right hand of the piano plays a motive from the 
third subject while the left plays another motive from the first subject J j J ； 
furthermore, the new horn theme that appears in the Development is heard in the strings 
(Example 27). 
Example 27. Con 1 : iii 320-323 
,,z7"""T^=^^^^^^ 卜丨 -'"^ =^^^=^^^^^ I^I]"'— 
1 , { . ” 例 了 丨 什 1 i] .y^jT^j:L j 
^ " i M ^ j ^ I n f Y ^ | f : . 
f U " 十 • ‘ I : [^ |4li 1 三 
^ ' ^ M ^ > I~~~~^ P f T " “ “ F T f ^ ‘ 
. 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ： ^ 1 门 - ^ = ^ 三 
^ ^ ^ U, i f ^ ^ ^ 
L ^ 
Recapitulation (mm351-462) 
The reappearance of the ostinato signifies the Recapitulation. Dr. Koren suggests that 
measure 353 is the beginning of the Recapitulation. Nevertheless, the F-sharp from the 
piano and the upbeat from the tam tam at measures 351 and 352 undoubtedly should go 
together with measure 353 and what comes after; they should not be separated. 
The harmony of the ostinato pattern accompanying the return of the first subject 
consists of the notes E, F-sharp and B. The tonal centre of E is very obvious. When the 
first subject returns, it is quite compressed, abridged, and fragmentary, 'm' is never 
recapitulated. The second subject is also neglected. The orchestra, especially the strings, 
shows an extraordinary interest in seconds, both harmonically and melodically (Example 
28). 
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Example 28. Con 1 : iii mm397-398 
j,^y n V n 5im^jei____^ 
lJ ' f j = p = J 7 = n | 




The new brass theme which makes its first appearance in the Development section 
(Example 25) also appears in this section. Fragments of the third subject which is 
accompanied by glissandos and harmonics from the strings, can also be found at measure 
435. 
Coda (mm462-528) 
This is an extended coda. Here, fragments of the third subject abound. The fact that 
the third subject is actually a modification of 'h' of the first movement gives the 
fc 
impression that Bart6k wants to round off this concerto with an archlike structure. The 
last chord which is built on E and B, also reconfirms the tonal centre for the whole 
concerto. 
1 
• ,' ^ 
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Piano Concerto No. 2 (1931) 
•< 
知 ， . 一 . 一 ' > 
The EMB analysis done by F.S. (Appendix 2) implies that the first movement is a 
Rondo with A as the recurring theme, while B and C are episodic materials. Guerry and 
the present writer have a similar opinion, that this movement is in sonata form. 
~Nevertheless, since Bart6k has written a brief outline on the form of his Second Piano 
&oncerto, his words should be taken into consideration when analyzing his work :14 
As regards form, the Second Concerto on the whole is written in classical sonata form. Movement I 
:exposition, development, recapitulation. Movement III : Rondo; it should be noted that only the 
exposition of this movement has the character of a rondo. 
A few observations on the form should be made : 
(1) the thematic unity of the first and third movements : III is really the free variation of I; with the 
exception of one new theme : which serves as a 'frame' (holding together the various sections of the 
third movement which are constructed of the transformed subjects from the first movement). 
(2) In the recapitulations of the first and third movements the themes appear in inversion. 
In the 'coda’ to these two movements the first theme (in inversion) is employed in so-called 
'cancrizans' fomi, that is, in retrograde motion : 
Thus the entire work shows symmetrical form : Movement I, adagio, scherzo (as nucleus), variation 
of the adagio, variation of Movement I. 
Because of Bart6k's own explanation, it is preferable to analyze this movement in the 
form of a sonata. 
Movement I 
Exposition (mml-118) 
The Exposition has two subjects. The first subject group which suggests a tonal area 
of G (mml-32), has three significant motives : 'a' (Example 29a)，'b' (Example 29b) and 
'c' (Example29c).15 
Example 29a. Coii 2 : i mml-3 (motive 'a') 
4 ^ , -n rrn I, 
^:^zzpp：^::毛 ^ p ‘£^:iE E ^ p 1 ^ ^ 二 —: 
I ^ ± = ~ ~ ~ : ^ ^ J ~ ~ 
Example 29b. Con 2 : i mm3-5 (motive 'b') 
^ ^ f f l f ^ ^ ^ • f f ^ f ^ = | f ^ 痛 
T ^ y==^  LU ULU biJ LL=u^ 
3 — 
14. Suchoff, "Analysis of the Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," pp.419-423. 
15. Suchoff, "Analysis of the Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," p.421. 
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Example 29c. Con 2 : i mm5-7 (motive 'c') 
... • • • i"" _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
d f LJ=i U=t=fc=l r 
Motive 'a' closely resembles a theme from Stravinsky's Firebird (Example 30). The 
shape of the first six notes corresponds to the beginning of the hom theme at the start of 
*the Finale in Firebird. 
«w 
Example 30. Stravinsky, FirebirdSuite, Final Hymn mml-4 
L*nio trvw^^o J = ^ _ ^ ^^_,^—“""~ ~~~j~~~ -^-^  
^ ^ ^ ^ f = % ^ ^ = j = ^ = ^ ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
H ^ _ 4 _ z ± _ z i _ L 
After the first subject group, a transitional passage (mm33-57) full of chromaticism, 
triplets, and even a new motive 'd' can be found (Example31). 
Example31. Con 2 : i m33 (motive 'd') ^^ _^_^  
•^ =M i^ip^=^ ^ 
d ^ ‘ ^ ^ 
Between measures 58 and 73，a brief return of the 'a', 'b' and 'c' signifies the end of 
the first subject group. The second subject group starts at measure 74. It is also 
composed of three small sections. The first section (mm74-78) is in fact, a brief 
introduction to the main second theme. This short introduction is a dialogue between the 
piano's superimposed fifths and the percussion. The chromatic second subject (Example 
32)，with its arpeggiated superimposed fifths and peaceful nature (Tranquillo), provides a 
vivid contrast to the more diatonic first subject group which is rhythmically oriented. 
I 
Example 32. Con 2 : i mm81-83 
^ ^ H ^ r ^ 
^ ^ S w T t I ; 巨 
•^~>^  卜 “ L•_"—""-^^ 
After the first announcement from the piano, the second theme is then taken up by 
other woodwinds. Rhythmically speaking, this second theme has inherited the 
syncopated character of the first subject in the first movement. At measure 95, the brief 
introduction returns, this time the horn is added, playing a modified second theme 
(Example 33) whose second half is rhythmically related to the first subject. 
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Example 33. Con 2 : i 99-103 
ft 口 ^ •卜 门 f ^ p^ 1^ . >p| 1^  m ^ 1 k 
‘^^  丄111*^ ! ^ ^^1 iJ iAjj^J-U“ o J i - U J U W — 
Development (mmll9-180) 
“__ In the Development, Bart6k fully exploits motives 'a', 'b' and 'c'. They are inverted, 
extended, fragmented, combined or imitated in strettos. According to Guerry,l^ there is 
even contrapuntal writing of motive 'c' (Example 34a) that resembles a two-part-
invention (Example 34b) by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). The second subject 
proper, on the other hand, is nowhere to be seen though reminiscence of the introductory 
passage to the second subject does appear in measure 136. 
Example 34a. Bart6k Con 2 : i mml59-161 
,-— - '^^ : — —^^^^^ "^""‘^  — —,^^ ^^=^^^^^~ 
1^  — tn- _ — * _ — - — • — - — —J»> •t^ _^  — - - — - 一 - ^  ‘ - — - — ^“^ - § 呈 - ‘• - - -A^-—"' 
l ^ ^ _ ^ ^ f ^ W ^ _ 
i M ^ p i | � t ^ ^ g l := 
Example 34b. Bach Two-Part Invention No. 13 mm4-6 
. - 一 — ‘— ~~~".、、... --- —^ ^ 
_ . ^ £ i ^ ^ j ^ 
I ^ S N ^ I n n ^ n ^ g ^ 




The Recapitulation is much abridged and compressed. It only consists of 41 measures 
as compared with 118 measures in the Exposition. In his analysis, Bart6k says that the 
inverted form of the first subject is found in the Recapitulation and retrograde in the 
Coda. He also quotes the following examples of inversion (Examples 35a，b and c) and 
/. 
16. Guerry, Bartdk's Concertos for Solo Piano, pp.95-96. 
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retrograde motion (Example 36).17 
Example 35a. Con 2 : i mml81-183 
^ : ^ , r T ] . r m . • 丨 - … 
i S l iu ^ 1¾ ^ 
^ j > ^ 一 
’ Example 35b. Con 2 : i mml80-181 
^ t t T ^ 丨'1 f f^ fT H ^ 
主 左 三 三 三 三 三 三 三 三 三 三 三 三 ¥ 三 三 = ; ^ ^ ^ 2 三 
^ s i ^ i p ^ ~ ^ 
Example 35c. Con 2 : i mml92-194 
-一-一.一'~~~.〜 
SQS5oo" - _-_gj>o^ — 二 _ _ c = a r=q=F=l 
^m^VMW^^^ |L 
y^~^^^~#»M^ -^ J^J ^ ~ ^ 
Example 36. Con 2 : i mm211-213 
.% 
«»^  
^ ~ ~ H I ] H f ~ r T T I [' f ^ ^ 
“ T " ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ — ~ ~ 
In the Cadenza starting from measure 222, material is made up mostly of the first 
subject. The second subject material finally appears in the beginning of the Coda; the 
episodic materials found around measures 32 to 57 now have an extremely important 
place here. The first subject materials, together with a fast scalic running passage, 
conclude the whole movement. Although the last chord, built on G and D, has a missing 
third, the G tonality is rather clear. 
In the final analysis, to describe the first movement of the Second Piano Concerto as 
F. S. does, seems to be an oversimplification. Furthermore, F. S. has neglected the 
recurrence of the second subject material (termed as 'C' in his own analysis) between 
measures 254 and 258. As Bart6k says, only the first half of this movement has the 
character of a rondo; the first movement has the structure of a sonata. 'Sonata Rondo' is 
perhaps a more appropriate term for this movement (Figure 2). 
17. The first appearance of the 'cancrizans' form of the first subject (i.e. Example 36) is found at measure 
211. Unfortunately, measure 211 would be too early for a Coda. The actual Coda appears to start at 
measure 254. So Bart6k has apparently made a mistake here. What he suggests is probably : the 
inverted form of the first subject can be found in the Recapitulation; near the end of the first 
movement, a retrograde form of the first subject can also be found. 
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Figure 2. Formal plan of first movement. Second Piano Concerto 
Exposition Development Recapitulation 
X / T / X /1 + Y X /1 / X *X / Cadenza (X)7Coda (Y + T + X) 
X first subject Y second subject 
T transitional material 'd' * with inversion & retrograde inversion 




Concerning the form of the second movement, Bart6k says : 18 
Movement II is a scherzo within the frame of an adagio or, if you prefer, an adagio containing a 
scherzo as its nucleus. The adagio itself is subdivided into several corresponding and contrasting 
sections, the first section - the introductory one - consists of superimposed fifths played by the 
strings, the other one is a unison melody played by the piano with an accompaniment of glissandi 
on the timpani. 
Section I (mml-63) Adagio .^ 
Marked by constant change of tempo (36 changes in only 63 measures), this section is 
orchestrated for strings, timpani and piano only. It has two main features, A and B. 
They appear alternately and form the pattem: ABABA. 
A (mml-22) 
Muted strings, marked non vibrato, are the only instruments used here. Feature A 
consists of one single motive (motive 'e') which begins with a superimposed quintal 
chord built on F, C, G, D, A, E and is characterized by movement of seconds (Example 
37). The harmony above is built on two sets of superimposed fifths which run in 
contrary motion. Therefore, the overall tonality for this section is very difficult to 
determine. The last chord, built on C, G, D and F (m22) suggests that C is a possible 
tonal centre for this Adagio. 
Example 37. Con 2 : ii (first Adagio) mml-5 (motive 'e') _ _ _  _ • • .- - - • .-
^ - ' ' r n " i ^ K I h"'f"t~———-I -^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ = ^ ¾ = ^ ^ ^ = 
^ n J JL ; i - - i - ^ i - 4 ^ ^ j ^JL - n g - = ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ _ 巨 _ € 巨 _ ^ ^ _ 巨 ^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ $ 巨 ^ ^ 
~ ~ ~~1-M•^-^ T X T ^ 4 - ^ 1 TT""""^^" -^ 
18. Suchoff, "Analysis of the Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," p.422. 
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B (mm23-29) 
This short passage is a conversation between the piano's unison melody (motive 'f') 
and the timpani's glissandi and trills (Example 38). 
Example 38. Con 2 : ii mm23-29 
. : ^ q t ^ [ ^ g 5 f ^ ^ ^ _ " i -
=^‘ ‘‘ fL> >n t^^n ~ > ^匕1—�"^~~-^ r f"- > ‘ V."==="-ff. 
A (mm30-38) 
When A recurs, it is compressed. It starts with two sets of superimposed fifths : A-
flat, E-flat, B-flat and D-flat, A-flat, E-flat but ends with E-flat, B-flat, F and A-flat, E-
flat, B-flat. 
B (mm39-53) “ 
Surprisingly, when B reappears, it is lengthened by 12 measures; the music is 
thickened. Moreover, the repeated notes on A from the piano from measure 44 (Example 
39) remind one of the first subject in the opening movement of the First Concerto 
(Example 3), while the notes for the left hand suggest the second subject (Example 4). 
Example 39. Con 2 : ii (first Adagio) mm44-46 
F^==^fTTTrff^ 1 1 1 ! " ( = T 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 二 
g ^ ^ r P ? ^ ^ " ’ F 
j ^ ^ = = & f • i \ - 三 ^ = ^ = ^ 1 — -
^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 補 1 ^ 
A (mm54-61) 
When A recurs, again, it begins with two different sets of superimposed fifths : E-B-
F-sharp and A-E-B. After A has appeared, a brief transition (mm62-63) leads to the 
second section. The last chord before the Presto is built on D-flat, A-flat, E-flat and F-C-
G. , 
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Section II (mml-206) Presto 
This section, orchestrated mainly for strings, woodwind, percussion and horn and .-. 
marked Presto, consists of two other features, C, D and the return of C. The highly 
chromatic nature of this section makes it very difficult to determirie a tohal centre. 
C(mml-80) 
‘_ This section starts off mainly with repeated notes played by the piano, octave doubling 
by the winds and tremolo by the strings. The most significant motive in this section is 
highly chromatic (Example 40a). It is also slightly modified later (Example 40b). This 
motive and its modification are fully exploited by the rest of the orchestra. 
Example 40a. Coii 2 : ii (Presto) mm5-6; 40b. Con 2 : ii (Presto) mm 18-20 
-"一— _.^  ..--..- -. . - .—. ——-—— 
一“" "Z^ j====j i^--i:::^^^^f^ ’ I'丨"1 
^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
_ .^ 
The music for the whole orchestra gradually thickens. Up to measure 45, the strings 
are busily playing this chromatic motive in tremolo and in parallel fourths and parallel 
fifths, while the piano is dealing with parallel sixths. Having only a few punctuating 
chords, the brass occupies an insignificant place in this section. On the other hand, the 
piano has a cadenza -like solo passage from measures 63 to 85. From 63，the texture of 
the piano gradually thins out from clusters to clashes of only seconds. 
D (mm81-165) 
D is found in measure 181(Example 41). 
.Example 41. Con 2 : ii (Presto) mm80-81 
4 j = ^ i i T T l I ^ ^ 
Soon after its appearance, two characteristics are worth mentioning. Firstly, the piano 
texture quickly develops into clusters which involve all the white keys for the left hand 
and all the black keys for the right hand. Secondly, the gradual thickening of the music 
in the piano part is enhanced by entries of strings. Here, the individual parts of the 
strings enter one after the other at a distance of two quarter notes. Each entry is a major 
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second above the previous entry. Consequently, a complete whole tone scale is formed 
vertically at measure 90 : E, F-sharp，G-sharp, A-sharp, C, D (Example 42). As this 
whole tone scale chord disintegrates, another chord built on G, A, B, C, D, E and F is .•• 
found vertically at measure 197 to act as a counterpart to the piano's G-sharp, A-sharp, 
C-sharp, D-sharp and F-sharp (Example 43). The use of bitonality is obvious. 
Example 42. Con 2 : ii (Presto) mm85-91 
: # ' - “ ^ " y J T ^ r ^ l f • 
‘ 
杰 一 - _ — 一 — 、 -」产、 .卜 """j~~ \ i^ 一 ： P.4T ^ 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ p — {) = F = 
T I 、乂「 \ ~ ^一 I - ^ ' � ^ ~ ' H � ~ - " i 
S)T^ ", 厂 I j, + r t g “ ~ i ^ ‘ ~ ^ . ~ j 
d I ^^ � ~ Z V ^ Y V ^ \ y ‘ j 
Example 43. Con 2 : ii (Presto) mml07 
.^X , A, 'U ^  . 1 二 
g v ~ ^ f 4 | ~ ^ E = P f g ; = = 
• J d -:rJ==t==' ^Jc:^^ .. 
叫 cv J ^ ^ 7 V 二 
V 現） 1二�~^~1~1^三三三 
r ^ U4-^^-^^^^ 
erV—» { y ^ | p ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ——^ 
J 
C (mml66-206) 
When C returns at ml66, the accompanying strings turn to pizzicato through measure 
182. Again, the whole passage is extremely chromatic and polyphonic. The piano, 
strings, woodwinds and hom are engaged in a busy contrapuntal game (Example 44). 
Example 44. Con 2 : ii (Presto) mm 184-187 
相 而 7 f f f T f^LL Ff^LL p2— ffflfffl prnFff^  X ^ 而 r ^ ffn 
woaw'nJs n 1 r r m 门 ^ 广 r r n 




Furthermore, some of the thematic materials, when they return, are inverted and 
modified (Example 45). The whole section is also much shortened and only consists of 
40 measures. Two additional measures which serve as transition to the return of Section 
I can be found in measures 207-208. " 一 
Example 45. Con 2 : ii (Presto) m m l 8 M 8 6 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i [ V � i U ^ _ 
Section I (mml-41) Adagio 
The return of Section I is also characterized by its frequent changes in meter (25 
changes in 41 measures). This return, similar to its first appearance, is a small temary 
form in itself. 
A (mml-9) 
.¾. 
There are five changes of meter in these nine measures. The tremolo strings, 
superimposed fifth and piano's trill on C characterize this retum. Instead of playing non 
vibrato and muted, the strings are required to play on the bridge {sul ponticello). The last 
superimposed quintal chord is built on D-flat, A-flat, E-flat, B-flat, F and C. 
B (mmlO-31) 
Here the strings are added to the conversation between the piano and the timpani. 
A (mm32-41) 
The last return of A begins with another two sets of superimposed fifths : A-flat, E-
flat, B-flat and C, G，D. It is much abridged. Although tonality is obscured by 
increasing chromaticism, the last C suggests a probable tonal centre for this movement. 
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Movement III 
According to Bart6k's analysis, the last movement is a Rondo in which a RitorneIlo 
• 
alternates with three different episodes, and a Coda concludes thTe whole concerto. 
Ritornello I (mml-44) 
“一 The first Ritornello has a short introduction of three measures set off by trills from the 
boss drum and arpeggiated figures from the piano. The Ritornello proper starts off with 
an ostinato made up of a minor third C and E-flat, as opposed to the piano's E-flat and 
G-flat (Example 46). According to Bart6k, the Ritornello is the only new element in 
this movement because materials of the episodes are derived from the first movement. 
The third movement is also the only movement in which the whole orchestra is involved. 
The last chord，being played by every section in the orchestra, is made up of A-sharp, G-
sharp, C-sharp and F-sharp. 
Exaiiiple 46. Con 2 : iii mm4-9 
- | # ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r r ^ ~ ^ N ')f > f e i 4 l ^ i M > i ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ O T t t t P ^ ^ T t n r 
Episode I (mm45-73) 
The first Episode starts off with a triplet figure from the piano (Example 47). It is not 
difficult to see that this example is actually a rhythmically transformed and modified 
motive 'b' (Example 29b) of the first movement. The tonality of this modified motive is 
the same as they are in the first movement. 
Example 47. Con 2 : iii mm45-47 
_,_OT" . r n rn rri'iT n-» I' “j 1 ^ ^ 





On the other hand, the orchestra, mainly the strings, is based on seconds melodically 
and on fifths harmonically. At measure 66’ a modified motive 'a' of the first movement 
reappears with a totally different rhythm (Example 48). 
Example 48. Con 2 : iii mm66-68 
一 — T ^,^Jr ”““ 
z p * T i r ± n r j _ _ , • 
: 力’丨"i,ji | r i 1 丨「I 
""•^ — � 
� s 
Ritornello II (mm73-93) 
The second Ritomello is much shortened with only 20 measures. Here materials from 
Ritornello I recur at a different tonal level. The timpani, strings and woodwinds play a 
minor third based on F and A-flat while the piano plays B-flat and D-flat in octave 
doubling. 
Episode II (mm94-137) 
This Episode makes use of motive 'c' from the first movement. Rhythmically 
changed into triplets (Example 49a)，it is also inverted in measure 102 (Example 49b). 
>:. 
Example 49a. Con 2 : iii m95 
麵 ^J t ^ 
Example 49b. Con 2 : iii ml02 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
Right from the beginning of this Episode, parallel thirds and octave doubling are used 
extensively for the woodwinds, strings and piano. Nevertheless, harmony and melody 
in seconds and fourths also abound. The strings give a good example of this from 
measures 124 to 127, measures 133 to 137 and measures 120 and 123 (Example 50a， 
50b and 50c). 
Example 50a. Con 2 : iii nunl24-127 
— • • — 
^,4=^4==¾. i � ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ | ,! I ” ’|[ Y l 
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Example 50b. Con 2 : iii mml33-137 
— J i^ !p^ p^ "~~ 门 f^.—Z^ f ^ p ^ ~~" 
. f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f t 
' ^ 4 4 ~ l 4 f f t 4 f T ^ ^ ~ f ^ ^ | ： ^ ^ ^ 
U U U '^ LJ 1^ • UJ M 
' Example 50c. Con 2 : iii mml20-123 
� — -";ziiil^3 Z~i^ 
i d ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f T " | l^rT^sl 译 、 、 丨 r — i: 
"^^=^i=f=^==^ bp !•i = ] ^ ^ ^ : 
1^ n=^ 1 � | |Oj Pp 
Ritornello III (mml38-161) 
When the Ritomello appears for the third time, it has only 23 measures. Materials are 
built again two sets of inverted thirds : G and E for the strings; E-flat and C for the piano. 
Episode III (mml62-206) 
It is the longest Episode with 44 measures. This Episode is made up of a rhythmically 
modified second subject of the first movement (Example 51). It is first announced b^ y 
the piano, later by the trumpet and woodwinds. An inverted form of the second subject 
can also be found in measure 167. The strings on the other hand, play tremolo built on 
harmonies of fourths. Furthermore, it should be noted that a rhythmically modified 
motive 'a' of the first movement is employed in retrograde motion (Example 52) in this 
Episode. The ending chord, built on E, D and A, is a mixture of fourths and fifths. 
Example 51. Con 2 : iii mml62-165 
jprT^^^"^"""^— • 3 r -y-» —，——a^——-， .3 — 
, ^ t e ^ ^ ^ % 山 丨 亀 靜 
T^ 一 L__u ^ i_ju CJJ 
^ ^ ^ p 7 ' , � ' ‘ h I ； 
^ L L J ^ J ^ 
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Example 52. Con 2 : iii mml95-197 
_ 4 ,, -t^^~^ .广 .---^ 
^ ^ ^ t l ^ ' ^ M ^ 
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RitornelIo IV (mm207-254) 
The last Ritomello starts with a conversation between the piano and percussion 
instruments, mainly bass drum and timpani. Tonality is most unclear in this Ritomello 
since the C-sharp, E-sharp and G-sharp from the left hand of tKe pTarib contradict the E-
natural from the right hand. Later, from measures 235 to 254, the strings act as a 
counterpart to the piano. It is worth noting that the meter in this Ritomello changes quite 
‘frequently; totally, there are fifteen changes in only 47 measures! •^  
Coda (mm255-326) 
The Coda starts off with tremolo strings and triplet figures from the piano. In 
measure 278，the strings play an augmented second subject motive of the first movement 
(Example 53). This motive is later taken up by the flute and other woodwinds. Later on， 
starting from measure 292, the piano has an arpeggiated passage which also recalls the 
tranquillo nature of this second subject. 
Example 53. Con 2 : iii mm278-282 
_ ^ - ^ : ^ ^ ; ^ i ^ — ; ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ : p ^ ^ , ^ f ^ ^ : 7 7 ^ ^ ; : 总 
y q I i_j i ii 丨 i V H ^ o : t ^ 
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Finally, a fanfare like passage based on a transformed motive 'a' and its inverted form 
brings an end to this movement. The last chord on G and D establishes a clear G tonality 
for the movement. A close unity in tonal design between the first, which is also in G, 
and the last movement is created. 
In the final analysis, the basic structure of Bart6k's first two piano concertos has been 
discussed. It is quite correct to say there is strong coherence of thematic materials in both 
concertos. The coherence of thematic materials is a result of thematic development and 
variation. Laszl6 Somfai^^ describes this kind of development method as 
'monothematic-variative development.' Tibor Tallian also says :20 
The movement [first movement of the First Piano Concerto] is furnished largely according to 
Classical sonata form with differing thematic characters, but the dynamism - and a tendency towards 
monothematicism - here too blurs the classical form. 
19. L^szl6 Somfai, "Analytical Notes on Bart6k's Piano Year of 1926，" Studia Musicologica, Studia 
Musicologica Academiae Scientiarum Himgaricae 26 (Budapest: Akad^miai Kiad6,1984), pp.53-55. 
20. Tibor Talli^, Bela Bart6k - The Man and His Music, trans, by Gyula Gulayas (Budapest: Corvina, 
1981), p.l45. 
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In Bart6k's first two concertos, thematic development can be twofold : development 
within one movement and development between different movements. Appendix 3 
illustrates the thematic coherence within the first movement of the First Piano Concerto. 
,-； 
Obviously, elements in the Introduction provide most of the materials for later themes or 
motives. The repeated notes and the syncopated rhythm in the first measures give birth to 
the two major motives, 'a' and 'c', for the first subject. Still more important, the horn 
tune and its extension played by the bassoon become the rhythmic foundation of motives 
"le', T', and 'h'. The syncopated rhythm of the first half of the second theme is actually 
Footed in this horn tune, while the repeated notes are related to the first few measures of 
the Introduction. 
Still more significant is the coherence of themes between different movements. 
Appendix 4 shows the thematic relationship among different movements in the First 
Piano Concerto. The hom tune in the first movement and its modified form 'h' are 
undeniably related to most of the transitional materials and the third subject in the third 
movement. Motives 'k' and 'm' of the third movement are rooted in motive 'a' and 'b' 
of the first movement respectively. Part of the second statement in the second movement 
resembles the first four notes of the second subject of the first movement. 
,¾' 
In the Second Piano Concerto, Barl6k intentionally creates greater thematic unity for 
the outer movements because he would like to compose a piano concerto that is 
technically easier for the orchestra and thematically more pleasing to the audience. Thus 
he makes the last movement a free variation of the first. Appendix 5 summarizes the 
thematic relationship between the first and the last movements in the Second Concerto. 
As Appendix 5 displays. Episode I of the first movement consists of rhythmically 
modified motives 'a' and 'b' of the first movement. Episode II is comprised of 
rhythmically modified 'c' and its inverted form. The second subject of the first 
movement is rhythmically modified in Episode III’ motive 'a' is inverted and put in 
retrograde form in this Episode, too. 
In conclusion, both the First and Second Piano Concertos have a Classical flavour 
with carefully designed form and well-defined tonality (E for the First Concerto and G 
for the Second Concerto). The coherence of thematic materials helps to create unity for 
the various movements. Although even Bart6k himself reckoned that the First Piano 
Concerto is a bit difficult for the orchestra and the audience, the richness and potentiality 
of thematic materials and musical ideas in this concerto are undeniable. Therefore, we 
see a much more assertive, refined, organized, mature and perhaps more Classical work 
with a greater degree of unity, in the Second Piano Concerto. The First Piano Concerto 
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is Bart6k's experimentation with the 'arch' form and the Second Piano Concerto is the 
perfection of it. 
.-,. 
Furthermore, when Bart6k's works are concerned, Emo Lendvai's theory of the 
Golden Section should not be neglected. In his book Bela Bdrtoky An Analysis of His 
Music, published in 1971，Lendvai has devoted a major part to the theory of the "Golden 
Mean" or "Golden Section," upon which, in Lendvai's opinion, many of Bart6k's 
^ J[ormal structures are based.21 The division of unit length has long been recognized as 
one of the dominant forms in architecture, painting and organic growth in nature. 
According to this ratio, the length of the shorter to the longer section is equal to that of the 
longer section to the whole. This division can be expressed numerically by the ratio 1 : 
1.618033; and its value is approached more and more closely by the ascending numbers 
of Fibonacci's summation series 1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144 ...; where each 
number in the series gives the nearest whole number to the point of the Golden Section 
between two neighbouring members in the series. Lendvai applied this proportional 
analysis to many of Bart6k's works, including the Sonata for two Pianos and Percussion 
and the Musicfor Strings, Percussion and Celesta. Most of them follow the Fibonacci 
numbers. Although some of the inaccuracies in his analyses have been criticized,^^ they 
总 
at least suggest Bart6k's working method. A climactic point may have been planned 
before the composer wrote the music. The second movement (Andante) of Bart6k's First 
Piano Concerto is a case in po in t . 23 This movement has a total of 214 measures. Since 
there are metre changes in some places, for precision, the total number of quaver beats is 
calculated. Thus, the whole Andante has 659 quaver beats. The movement is in Ternary 
form, the dynamic marking for the first section from measures 1 to 82 is mainly p. 
Although there is a sudden rise to f f at measure 51, it is only temporary. Starting from 
the beginning of the middle section at measure 83 (quaver beat 262)，the dynamic level 
gradually rises to mf at measure 108 (quaver beat 337), then/ at measure 119 (quaver 
beat 370) and finally//" at the last quaver of measure 125 (quaver beat 390) where the 
dynamic plateau is reached. This peak dynamic level lasts from measure 125 to the first 
beat of 131，until the music begins to decline at the second quaver of measure 131. 
According to the law of the Golden Mean (659 + 1.618)，the principal point of the 
Golden Section should fall after the quaver beat 407 (second quaver of measure 131). 
Thus, this point corresponds only approximately to the end of the dynamic climax of 
Bart6k's Andante. To be precise, Bart6k's climactic point is 17 quavers, approximately 
21. Emo Lendvai, Bela Bartdk, An Analysis ofHis Music (London : Kahn and Averill, 1971). 
22. Roy Howat, "Review-Article : Bart6k, Lendvai aiid the Principles of Proportional Analysis," 
Musical Analysis, 2:1 (1983), pp.69-95. See also Roy Howat, "Debussy, Ravel and Bart6k : 
Towards Some New Concepts of Form," Music and Letters (July 1977), pp.285-293. 
23. The remaining five movements do not follow the Fibonacci numbers, using Lendvai's proportional 
analysis approach. 
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point of the Golden Mean. Nevertheless, since this dynamic peak ( J f ) of Bart6k lasts for 
about6measures, exactly the difference between the ideal and the actual point of climax, 
this difference seems to be insignificant. The ideal point of the Golden Mean matches 
well the point which marks the beginning of the decline of the movement after the climax. 
Figure 3 illustrates the dynamic changes in this movement. “ — 
Figure 3. Dynamic changes in Bart6k First Piano Concerto, second movement (Andante) 
' ' _ Bracketed numbers indicate quaver beat 
Non-bracketed numbers indicate measure number 
^ 
Dynamic , ^ _ _ _ _ _ """"• "/ / ff / m/ 评 ^ ^ " ~ - ^ - — ^ ^ 
|QVel ""*^^^^^^^^^ H^ZL (n9)(ITO)()W) {i01) (430) (im) ^^_^_^^^> � _^ ___^ ^ I0< 119 in 1)1 113 "J ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ - - - ^ ^ ^ 
(96) (156) (252) (407) (659) 
Ideal 32 51 79 131 214 
Fibonacci 
Proportion 
(88) (121) (262) (441) (546) (659) 
Aclual 30 41 83 142 177 214 
Formal <5 
Plan 
First Main Secoiid Coda 
Section statement Theme 
Second Third 
Section Section 
In order to create a dynamic climax, Bart6k uses several strategies. The first is by 
gradual thickening and increasing the intensity of chords. At measure 83, the piano only 
plays sevenths; but by measure 100，superimposed fourth chords are heard; then the 
texture thickens into clusters at measure 126 where the loudest point is found. The rest 
of the orchestra also enters and plays fully, enhancing the dynamic peak at this point. 
The second strategy Bart6k uses is rhythmic accelerando. Two kinds of rhythmic 
accelerando have been used. One is gradually increasing the number of notes of shorter 
value. In other words, as the music comes nearer and nearer the climactic point, Bart6k 
makes more and more use of sixteenth and even thirty-second notes. In this way, the 
motion of the music is quickened gradually. Examples 54a’ b and c illustrate this point. 
Exainple 54. Bart6k First Piano Concerto，second movement 
Total rhythm of the orchestra 
a)mml00-104 
1 iTi 1 m I m 1 m i m i 
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b)mml08-112 
I r m i m i m\m i r m i 
c)mml26-130 
t n n n m _ i _ i f f m = n i 
- The next kind of rhythmic accelerando is found in the piano ostinato. At the 
b�eginning of the middle section, the quaver beat for the right hand comes after two 
quavers' rest; by measure 90，the beat comes after one quaver's rest, then by measure 
126, for both right and left hands, the rests are completely taken away. Examples 55a, b 
and c illustrate this point. 
Example 55. Bart6k First Piano Concerto, second movement 
Rhythm of tlie piano 
a) min83-88 
^ 7 1 r+Tl 7 i 广7 w 广> ” J^r y 
8 m ^ n r n y r i n > r r ^ ^ r p 
.r 
b) mm90-95 
3 Y n ” 门 7 n V 门 Y 门 7 
s j^  r r n ^ r n Y r n ^ rr^ ^rfi 
c) mml26-129 
3 m m m m 
» r n r n m m 
When the climax is reached at the ideal point of the Golden Mean, Bart6k relaxes the 
tension by thinning out the texture of the piano ostinato gradually, using notes of longer 





Instrumentation plays an important part in Bart6k's first two piano concertos. In the 
»> 
First Concerto，he uses full orchestra for the outer movements. In the middle, he pairs a 
small group of percussion instruments with the solo piano; the winds play only in the 
middle of this ternary movement. In the Second Concerto, orchestration is even more 
carefully planned. Bart6k says :24 
The orchestra for the first movement is comprised of wind and percussion instruments; that for the 
adagio, the strings (muted) and the timpani; strings aiid a group of wind and percussion instruments 
for the scherzo; only the third movement employs the full orchestra. 
The following is an evaluation of the instrumentation in Bart6k's first two piano 
concertos. 
The Percussion ’ 
With close examination of the two piano concertos, it is not difficult to discover 
Bart6k's taste in the use of instruments. He has a special aesthetic view on the 
combination of sounds. Percussion seem to be his priority concern. It is understandable 
since the first musical instrument he received at the age of three was a d rum.25 in his 
First Concerto, for example, he provides a detailed instruction for the three percussionists 
so that the effect and manner of playing are exactly what he wants.26 
1. In the centre (of the drumhead) with timpani sticks; 
2. In the centre (of the drumhead) with the point of the sidedrum sticks; 
3. Round the rim (of the drumhead or the hanging cymbal) with the point of the side-drum sticks; 
4. Round the rim (of the hanging cymbal) with the handle of the timpani sticks; 
5. Round the rim (of the hanging cymbal) with the handle of the side-drum sticks; 
6. In the (raised) centre of the hanging cymbal with the handle of the side-drum sticks; 
7. On the rim (of the hanging cymbal) with the handle of one of the side-drum sticks while the 
other is fastened to the leather hanger of the cymbal so that the point of the stick touches the 
cymbal; 
8. With 2 side-drum sticks, beginning quite at the rim (of the side-drum) gradually moving over to 
the centre of the drumhead and then back again to the rim; 
9. Quite at the rim (of the cymbal) with two timpani sticks. 
N.B. The 4 cymbals are to be made use of in the following manner : 2 hanging cymbals, the other 
two to supply an "a due" effect. "A due" means : 2 cymbals to be played against one another. 
Triangle, bass drum and tamtam are to be played in the usual manner. Percussion instruments 
(including timpani) are to be placed, if possible, directly behind the piano. 
24. Suchoff, "Analysis of the Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," ' p.423. 
25. Gillies, BartdkRemembered, p.xvi. 
26. Bela Bart6k, "Notes on Bart6k's Piano Concerto," I Konzert fur Klavier und Orchester (Universal 
Edition) 
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Bart6k's special preference towards the percussion instruments is not only reflected in 
his insistence on how they should be played and located. In both concertos, they have a 
leading role most of the time. In the First Concerto, the timpani, tHe brass and the piano 
start off the first movement, providing a basic rhythmic motive for the music. Likewise, 
at many crucial points of both concertos, the piano and the percussion (mainly timpani) 
are faithful partners. A case in point can be found in the second movement of the First 
Goncerto. In the first part of this ternary design, the percussion and the piano are 
involved in a contrapuntal passage (Figure 4a). Laszl6 Somfai describes this 
contrapuntal treatment as stretto of a three-note rhythmic cycle?-^ This kind of 
partnership and stretto treatment permeate the whole of the second movement even after 
the woodwinds have entered at measure 69. When the woodwinds subside, the two 
partners resume their dominance in the Recapitulation at measure 178. As Somfai further 
explains, the stretto tums out to be more complicated. Three kinds of practice appear : 
the answer comes at a distance of 1) two eighths, 2) one eighth, 3) one bar, but not on 
the beat. To conclude’ he remarks that the first stretto works as a ritardando (Figure 4b) 
and the second as an accelerando-ritardando (Figure 4c). 
套 
Figure 4a. Con 1 : ii mml-11 (Rhythmic stretto) 
1 7 m — £ n nj_ n ^ 
^ E ^ ? m rxr 7.n ^xr irr in nx nr nr 
O^SAefU*o I J . J. J. J . J . J . J . J . J. J . 
^' ) � — / w x = ^ 
— p j n j. i j. m j . _ j . j. 
f^c^  一 y 一 ^ _ - 二 
Figure 4b. Con 1 : ii mml73-177 ^Rhythmic Accelerando) 
1^  2 r ^ " l ^ ^ 
^ m p ^ n i m 厂 7 ) r n 
l^*nlw>P $.t. ^ ” 
— i r 7 ^ ni~ 
_ ____^ _^_«^« >_MMBMi^M^  ^immmmm^^mtJ 
pi^ rp m m 
( 
27. Somfai, "Analytical Notes on Bart6k's Piano Year of 1926," p.31 
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Figure 4c. Con 1: ii mml98-206 (Rhythmic Accelerando-Ritardando) 
--.---
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Beyond these remarks by Somfai, it can be seen that in the third movement of the 
same concerto, instead of being involved in contrapuntal treatment, the timpani act as an 
echo to the piano in the first subject area, from measures 1 to 43. This echo also 
provides the basic rhythmic motive for the rest of the concerto (Example 56). 
Example 56. Con 1 : iii mm9-12 
&• 
J 门 I i m Irm i J 
In the Second Piano Concerto, Bart6k's preference for the percussion is equally 
vivid. In the first movement, for example, from measure 74，there is an ensemble played 
first by the percussion, piano, and then woodwinds. This kind of instrumentation is not 
only a favourite device of Bart6k, but also reveals his interest in the Baroque type of 
orchestral arrangement. In the middle movement, which is orchestrated for strings, piano 
and percussion, the percussion is paired up with the piano to alternate with the strings. 
Likewise in the last movement, which is a Rondo, the percussion are equally active in the 
Ritomello28 since they are again put together with the piano and lower strings. Since the 
Ritomello appears four times, it would be quite true to say that the percussion must be as 
important as，if not more than, other instruments. 
The Brass 
The brass instruments are important in the Bart6k concertos. While the percussion are 
used as a partner to the piano, in many cases, Bart6k uses the brass to act as its 
counterpart; sometimes, the brasses even help to announce some of the major themes. A 
28. According to Bart6k's own analysis, the last movement of the Second Concerto is a rondo in which 
variation of the subject materials (Episodes) alternates with a new theme fRitomello). 
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case in the First Concerto is a good example: In the introduction of the first movement, 
four homs play the first important tune in measure 13 (Example 2). As mentioned 
before, this tune provides most of the harmonic and melodic materials for later orchestra 
themes. It is later echoed and modified by the bassoon. After that, the first subject is 
heard in the piano at measure 38, This first subject is different from the horn tune in all 
its characteristics. In this way, Bart6k has successfully assigned significant thematic 
material to the brass which is essentially independent of the piano's thematics. This, hom 
' tune is important not only because it provides materials for later development; it is also 
used to signify the end and beginning of a section. This is the case in the first movement 
of this concerto: this hom tune and its modified form (Example 6 and 7) signify the end 
of the first subject area from measures 94 to 97，the beginning of the Development 
section from measures 163 to 181，the beginning of the Closing passage from measure 
450 and the end of the whole movement, beginning at measure 473. In the third 
movement, the brass also occupies quite an important place. For example, a contrasting 
second subject is played by the trumpet (Example 22); in the Development section, 
furthermore, a new theme is announced by the horn (Example 25) at measure 255，and it 
is accompanied by a countermelody from the trombone (Example 26). This new theme is 
important since it is later taken up by other instruments separately and thus occupies a 
,¾-
large portion of the music, from measure 254 to the end of the Development section. 
In the Second Concerto, the place of the brass is even more prominent. It is not an 
exaggeration to suggest that, apart from the piano, the brass have the leading role here. 
First and foremost. Motive 'a' of the first movement, the borrowed melody from 
Stravinsky's Firebird, is announced by the trumpet. This trumpet tune is equally 
important in the first and the last movement, where it is inverted. Similar to the First 
Concerto, the brass always forms an effective counterpart to the theme announced by the 
piano. A case in point can be found in measure 95 where the horn, shortly after the 
announcement of the second subject from the piano, plays a modified second theme 
(Example 33). Such cases are commonplace. In the first Ritornello of the last 
movement, the piano plays a transformed motive 'b' of the first movement. It is 
immediately echoed by the trumpets and horns in fugal manner. Along the way, the solo 
piano and the brass seem to be the two most important groups of instruments providing 
the major melodic elements in the two concertos. Moreover, they are always effectively 
coupled together in the sharing of thematic materiaJis in the music. 
The Woodwinds 
Compared with the brasses, the significance of woodwinds is undeniably less. 
Contrary to conventional use of upper woodwinds in their melodic usage, lower 
woodwinds such as the English horn, the bassoon and the clarinet in A are more 
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effectively used in both concertos. The lower woodwinds first find their significance in 
the first movement of the First Concerto, where the bassoon is used to echo the horn 
theme. In some cases, the clarinets and bassoon are used together with brasses to signify 
the beginning of a section. Such is the case in the end of the Exposition and the 
beginning of the Development in the same movement. In the seCond niovement, which is 
only scored for piano, percussion, woodwinds and limited brass, the woodwinds have 
the most prominent place. Here, with the gradual addition of woodwind instruments, 
^ Bart6k successfully creates a large crescendo which builds up to a climax. With the 
decrease in the number of woodwinds, the music also subsides. This movement seems 
to be the only place where Bart6k has given considerable interest to the woodwinds. In 
other parts in both concertos, it would be quite fair to state that the woodwinds, 
especially upper woodwinds, are there only to provide the supporting harmony or for a 
punctuating function. 
The Strings 
Bart6k's treatment of the strings can be described as rather unconventional in both 
concertos. Firstly, instead of having a leading role in the orchestra, the string section is 
outshone by other instruments. In the First Concerto, for example, the strings are absent 
-¾. 
in the second movement. In the Second Concerto, the first movement has no strings. 
Yet the brasses, the woodwinds and the percussion are present in all movements of both 
concertos. Secondly, even in those movements scored for strings, they are relatively 
insignificant. Take the first movement of the First Concerto as an example : In the 
beginning of the Introduction, the Development and the Recapitulation in the first 
movement, the strings are silent; even when they enter, they either play fragmented 
motives which are mostly of rhythmic interest, or they act as punctuating elements. 
Sometimes the strings support the rest of the orchestra by playing a repeated pattem in the 
form of an ostinato. This kind of practice is quite untraditional. A very good example 
can be found in the last movement of the First Concerto : in the first 55 measures, the 
strings only play an ostinato which is composed of fourths harmonically and seconds 
melodically (Example 20a). This ostinato played by the strings is to be paired up with 
another ostinato produced by the woodwinds (Example 20b). After this ostinato is 
played, the role of the strings is quite insignificant. Perhaps the only place where the 
strings have a significant role is the middle movement of the Second Concerto. In this 
temary movement, the strings play superimposed fifths in the beginning and ending 
sections. This section, marked muted and non-vibrato for the strings, is a dialogue 
between the strings, timpani and piano. In the middle fast section, the strings return to a 
supporting role by playing either long tremolos on only a few notes or by playing 
pizzicato. In conclusion, the role of the strings in Bart6k's first two piano concertos is 
untraditional in that he does not use them as melodic instruments, and he has given up the 
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traditional leading function of the strings in the orchestra. Instead, he sometimes treats 
the strings as percussive instruments by producing ostinato patterns on limited numbers 
of notes; sometimes he uses them to produce long notes to support the solo instruments .-; 
and the rest of the orchestra. For the rest of the time, the strings become subordinate 
instruments, producing only punctuating materials. 
The Piano 
‘_ In Bart6k's first two piano concertos, several treatments of the piano as a solo 
instrument are worth mentioning. They represent Bart6k's attitude toward the piano - it 
is not necessarily a melodic instrument. Instead, the percussive quality is fully exploited. 
Moreover, in both concertos the piano is not the only instrument to provide the main 
themes. Most often, it is the brass section which produces the major melodic elements in 
the concertos. Nevertheless, neither concerto is at all an easy work for the piano. In the 
First Concerto, for example, not only is the piano busy throughout the whole concerto, it 
has also a wealth of arresting and difficult thematic materials to handle. The pianistic 
patterns are not easy to master. The only place where the piano can take a short rest is at 
the end of the first movement, from measures 451 to 464. The piano part is even more 
challenging in the Second Concerto. In the first movement, the piano plays almost 
.¾-
nonstop. The fast tempo and intense rhythm of the piano part certainly make the soloist 
breathless. What is more, the technical virtuosity on the piano is extremely demanding. 
As a gifted virtuoso on the piano, Bart6k intended to play both concertos when he wrote 
them. Erik Chisholm, a Scottish pianist who knew Bart6k personally and has performed 
numerous works by Bart6k at concerts in Canada and Scotland, once said : ^ 9 
Bart6k knew that I had played the solo part of his first piano concerto and asked me how I thought 
the piano writing compared in the two concerti ... and that there were some uncomfortably big 
stretches [in the Second Concerto] - chords consisting of two piled-up perfect fifths in each hand; a 
whole string of rapid semiquavers in block chords ... Bart6k said that he himself had not 
particularly large hands, and yet managed to play these passages without undue difficulty. I knew 
from the previous year's concert that he had wrists of* steel, and was a virtuoso pianist of high order. 
In fact, both concertos consist of passages with the utmost technical craftsmanship 
and demand the greatest effort to play. The following (Example 57a，b, c and d) are 
some examples of difficult piano figuration. 
29. Gillies, BartdkRemembered, pp. 117-118. 
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Example 57a. Con 1 : i m339 
(parallel motion with octave displacement in left hand) 
_^ 1, 
h — u X u 
P S 5 ^ E E = ^ = i • … 
" « $ 7 ~ " — ^ _ 4 = _ ^ : _ : - hi 
‘ ^ ^ 特 释 三 
= = i t t i J . 
V. 
� Example 57b. Con 1 : i m355 
(double notes for first and last fingers) 
^ ¾ :$. r ^ r ^ r ^ 
p 4 - ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ j j ^ ~ ~ p -
* ? W = = = ~ = = = 
<J I 1 1 * 
< • -飞 
P I 1 I I 
^ ^ a B ^ E i ^ ^ ± 
0 ^去字苦丰 
Example 57c. Con 2 : ii (Presto) ml9 
(double notes with fast motion for both hands) 
“ ‘ • - - - - .. 
1 ^ = ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ E ‘ 
fe^^^^^^^^ = 
Example 57d. Con 2 : ii (Presto) ml22 
(tone clusters)30 
i ^ i - ^ g ^ ^ j J = ^ 
‘ ^ y E | r = ^ ^ ^ ； 
0 
These are only some of the difficult patterns in the two concertos. Their technical 
difficulty, together with the great velocity and the constantly changing metre in the music, 
make these two piano concertos extremely awkward to handle. 
^^^ —^———,——,,—^—^—^—^^—^— !• I ll——^—^ / 
30. Bart6k leamt the use of tone clusters from a young American composer, Henry Cowell (1897-1965), 
when he once overheard Cowell playing some of his own music. He then asked Cowell if he could 
use similar tone clusters in his own compositions (Gillies, BartdkRemembered, p.l l8). 
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On the other hand, Bart6k has emphasized an unusual aspect of the piano - its 
percussive quality. In many passages where the rhythm is stressed, it is not strange to 
see the piano playing only on a few notes repetitively. In the middle section of the slow 
movement in the Second Concerto, the piano seems to become a subordinate instrument 
by playing only an ostinato to support the woodwind and the pfercussion from beginning 
to end. Although this ostinato changes by thickening its notes, the basic pattern of 
ostinato has not changed. 
’ In conclusion, Bart6k's first two piano concertos undeniably illustrate his novel use of 
instrumentation. His orchestration is unconventional for his time. The piano and the rest 
of the orchestra are on equal footing. Bart6k says : ^  i 
It should also be noted that neither of my two concertos was written for piano followed or 
accompanied by orchestra, but that they have been concerted [orchestrated] for piano and orchestra 
- so lo i s t and ensemble have been assigned equally important parts. 
Apart from giving equal weight to the orchestra and the soloist, Bart6k also assigns 
thematic materials to the orchestra which are essentially independent of the piano 
thematics in the two concertos. He further develops this idea in his two Sonatas for 
violin and piano where independent violin and piano themes are found.32 ln both 
concertos, the predominance of the percussion and winds, especially the brass section, in 
the orchestra part is also obvious. The percussion are paired with the solo piano in many 
cases. This instrumentation foreshadows his Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion 
(1937). Moreover, the abandonment of the strings as melodic instruments is a novel 
practice in his time. The string section plays an accompaniment for the most part. The 
piano becomes a member of the percussion section. The rhythmic and percussive 
potential of the instrument is stressed over its melodic function. The use of tone clusters 
anticipates his Musicfor Strings, Percussion and Celesta (1936). Finally, according to 
Guerry, in four places of the First Concerto, Bart6k has written a low B for the flute to 
play and in the Second Concerto, the piano is also assigned to play a low F and G which 
are beyond the range of a standard piano.^^ This shows that Bart6k really wanted to 
develop the potential of ihdividual instruments to the utmost. 
31. Suchoff, "Analysis of the Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," p.423. 
32. Somfai, "Analytical Notes on Bart6k's Piano Year of 1926," p.49. 
33. Guerry, Bartdk's Concertosfor Solo Piano, pp.40 and 105. According to Guerry, the 4 places with a 
low B for the flute are found in the First Concerto : i) measure 50 of the first movement, ii) measure 
77 of the second movement, iii) measures 161-164 of the second movement, iv) measures 203-206 
of the third movement. The places with a low F and G for the piano are found at measures 295 and 




THE INFLUENCES OF FOLK MUSIC ON 
BARTOK'S FIRST TWO PIANO CONCERTOS 
-Ba r t6k ' s interest in folk music was aroused accidentally when he overheard a girl 
stnging a folk-styled art song with modal structuring of the melody in 1904.34 in the 
decade that followed, he devoted himself to the collection, transcription and study of folk 
music in Hungarian villages, including minorities such as Slovaks, Romanians, 
Ruthenians, Serbo-Croatians, and Bulgarians. In 1913，he even traveled to North Africa 
to record Arabian peasant songs. To a large extent, his musical style was influenced by 
the peasant music he collected. He once gave the following comments :35 
Kodaly's music language is exclusively based on Hungarian folk music. My own, however, is in 
general based on East-European folk music, and includes Hungarian, Slovakian, and Rumanian 
influences (and so on). Occasionally, it may be even tinctured with oriental (for instance, 
Arabic) influences. 
.a-
Bart6k also remarked that the inclination towards folk music and the absorption of 
folk spirit into art music should be natural and unconscious :36 
The important matter was to acquire the music language of our peasantry as a child learns his 
mother tongue, and, in possession of this musical mother tongue, to use it as a natural and, so to 
spcak, unconscious means of expression in our works. 
Moreover, as Benjamin Suchoff summarizes Bart6k's words, the assimilation of folk 
music into art music has five levels of complexity, the highest being the ability to create 
an atmosphere of folk music within art music :37 
1^ 
1. Genuine folk tunes (the jewels) are used in a composition and the invented materials (which 
function as the mounting) are of secondary importance. 
2. Construction of the folk tune and the invented material are treated equally. 
3. The folk tune is presented as a kind of musical "motto" and the invented material is of greater 
significance. -' 
4. The melody is composed in imitation of a genuine folk tune. 
5. The highest level is that in which neither folk tune nor its imitation are used but the work is 
pervaded by the atmosphere of folk music. Thus for example, the music might have Hungarian 
pentatonic turns, Romanian bagpipe motif structure, Slovak modal features, and so on. 
34. Gyorgy Ranki, editor, Bartdk and Koddly Revisited (Budapest: Akad6miai Kiacl6,1987), p.l86. 
35. Suchoff, Bela Bartdk Essays，p.350. 
36. Suchoff, Bda Bartdk Essays，p.348. 
37. Ranki, Bartdk and Koddly Revisited ’ p.l86; Suchoff, Bela Bartdk Essays ’ pp.342-344. 
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Bart6k has said that although he made transcriptions of many peasant tunes, he only 
assimilated the spirit of folk music into his art music :38 
Of course, we have used a lot of peasant tunes. However, in my original works they have never 
been used. Although my original works outnumber my transcriptions and hav"e7 I trust, a greater 
importance, I nevertheless by no means consider my transcriptions as a negligible part of my 
output. 
. The objective of this part of the thesis is to see how the spirit or the atmosphere of folk 
music pervades Bart6k's First and Second Piano Concertos. ^ 
A. The Influence on form 
One of the important effects of Bart6k's folk music research on his art music is the 
general structural design in the music. A palindromic, or arch design, which is favoured 
by Bart6k, is not a twentieth century product. It is in fact an idea borrowed from 
Hungarian folk music. In his classification of different types of Hungarian folk songs, 
there is one which Bart6k describes as architectonic in melodic design : 39 
This style differs from the old one especially in melodic structure which is, almost without 
exception, architectonic. Besides forms like ABBA, AABA, AA5A5A and AA5BA are also very 
frequent (A5 means A raised a fifth). In other words the first and fourth verses are identical in .-
these four schemata, giving to their structure an architectonic and soundly accomplished 
character. 
In both concertos, Bart6k has obviously applied this architectonic idea on a macro 
scale as a structural design. In the First Piano Concerto, there was undeniable thematic 
unity between the first and the third movements. Some motives from the first movement 
reappear in the third movement and develop into mature thematic shapes (details have 
been discussed in chapter 1). In the middle movement, moreover, the ABA design is 
symmetrical, showing a clear arch structure. Furthermore, Bart6k's own analysis of his 
Second Concerto has already stated that thematic unity can again be found between the 
first and the third movements. According to Bart6k, the third movement is really a free 
variation of the first, with the exception of one new theme,40 and is composed of 
transformed subjects from the first. Moreover, in the Recapitulations of both the first and 
the third movements, the original themes appear in inversion or retrograde inversion. In 
the middle movement, two adagios enclose a scherzo marked Presto. Thus the entire 
work shows a symmetrical structure : Movement I; Movement II (adagio, scherzo, 
variation of adagio); Movement III (variation of Movement I). This is a Hungarian folk 
38. Suchoff, BelaBartdkEssays, p.348-350. 
39. Suchoff, BelaBartdkEssays, p.66. 
40. Suchoff, "Analysis of the Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," pp. 419421. 
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song design on a large scale. Bart6k's predilection towards this kind of palindromic 
structure is by no means accidental. His lifelong study of the peasant music structure 
must have had a considerable effect on his art music. •-. 
Looking at this on a smaller scale, the architectonic structure even has some 
significance for the shape of Bart6k's melody. In Hungarian folksongs, dome-shaped 
melodic lines are typical. Jdnos Kdrp^ti, a celebrated Bart6k scholar, has given the 
�following comments concerning Bart6k's Fourth and Fifth String Quartets :4i � 
Both the position of the individual lines and the line cadences unambiguously demonstrate that 
here we are faced with the typical dome-shaped structure of the new-style Hungarian folksongs. 
Within the framework, the separate lines themselves also form a dome-like outline ... the 
relative positions of the lines only approximately give the outline of the dome-arch from 
fo lksongs . 
What about the two Bart6k piano concertos? Although examples are not plentiful, 
they do exist and most of them can be found in the First Concerto. Example 10 from the 
first movement of the First Concerto is a good case in point. Motive 'b' from the first 
movement of the First Concerto (Example 3) is also a dome tumed upside down. The 
third motive 'm' from the first subject group in the third movement of the First Concerto 
is another relevant example (Example 19c). & 
B, The Influence on Rhythm 
It is undeniable that Bart6k's study of peasant music has considerable significance for 
the rhythm in his art music. In these two piano concertos, the influence can be twofold : 
firstly, there are numerous rhythmic motives that are typical of Hungarian folk music; 
secondly, the constantly changing metre and many of the complicated rhythmic patterns 
show influences of Eastern European flavour. In a lecture given by Bart6k at Harvard 
University in 1943，he generalizes about different types of rhythms that prevail in Eastem 
European rural music :42 -
First is the parIando-rubato, that is, free, declamatory rhythm without regular bars or regular time 
signatures ... Second is the more or less rigid rhythm, with regularly set bars ... In certain types, 
change of measure may occur ... The third kind of rhythm is the so-called 'dotted' rhythm 
especially characteristic for certain types of Hungarian rural music. Our dotted rhythm is a 
combination of the following three rhythmic patterns : f " J . , J . t , J j . 
It is this rhythmic pattern which gives that well-known rugged rhythm to many Hungarian 
pieces ... I must lay stress on the fact that these 'dotted' rhythm patterns originate in the metrical 
peculiarities and the accentuation of the Hungarian language ... 
Some characteristic rhythmic patterns appear of the rigid rhythm kind. These patterns are the 
three combinations of 1 ~~] 1 ’ } J~1 ’ or J^  J J^ which can be brought into 
relation with some of the 'dotted' rhythm pattems. 
41. J^os K ^ ^ t i , 'The FoUc Music Influence," Bartdk's Chamber Music (Stuyvesant, N.Y. : Pendragon 
Press, 1994)，pp.92-93. 
42. Suchoff, BdaBartdkEssays, pp.383-387. 
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Bart6k also lists the following rhythm patterns in the left margin of his lecture notes : 
J n n J , n j j 门,门 j 门 j , n j t j y . r i r i r j r • •； 
The following excerpts (Example 58) from Bart6k's first two concertos show that he 
has used the above mentioned motives as organic rhythms in his music: 
Example 58. The influence of folk music on Bart6k's rhythm. 
aT Con 1 : i mm3-6 Oiom and trombone) 
’ \ 1 J I 1 1 I 小 I J i I 
b. Con 1 : i mml3-19 (hora) 
\ J J 1 r 1 r 1 1 l I r J r i n j j J i 
c. Con 1 : i mm43-45 (piano, first subject) 
1 \ 1 u r 1 1 n I - rm \ 
d. Con 1 : i mm55-57 (piano) 
4 m m n l | f = n r n ^ I n i m r i 
e. Con 1 : i mml05-108 (piano, second subject) 
X ) 1 I r i. I rm \ 门 i i 
f. Con 1 : i mm221-226 (bassoon) 
1 r i 1 i 1 M r 1 1 1 I ^ J ^ ‘ ^ 
g. Con 1 : i mm235-239 (clarinet in B-flat) 
i 7 1 r I 1 1 I ^ m 1 门 j I “ m i 
h. Con 1 : ii mm94-99 (clarinet in A) 
i J . 1 )• 1 m i J^  i i i J^  I nn i 
” s^«>Z ^ 
i. Con 1 : iii mm23-27 (Piano, first subject) 
4 n 1 f = n i I m j i m j i r 
j. Con 1 : iii mm92-95 (trumpet, second subject) 
孝 V m 11 1 I 门 J j j I 
k. Con 2 : i mm99-103 (hora) 
1 m I r J n m \ m f n r r ^ n m r r ^ I r 
I. 
1. Con 2 : i mml36-138 (piano) 
1 ， r ^ n j n 11 7 n m 1 - r ^ r 1 
4 7 . 
m. Con 2 : i mml91-193 (piano) 
4 p n m f m l 4 r r j r T ^ m = 5 i ^ C l J 
n. Con 2 : i mm212-213 (hom) 
% f f n 门 m I n . j i 
o. Con 2 : i mm254-256 (clarinet in A and bassoon) 
: i U ^ n ^ J 円 I ^ 
pr Con 2 : iii nunl62 (piano) 
X m r ijTl 丨 
3 {J^ 
In addition to rhythmic influence, Bart6k is，according to Janos Breuer, fond of using 
frequent changes of metre and complicated rhythmic structure, which are common 
characteristics of Rumanian kolindas (carols and Christmas s o n g s ) . 4 3 Breuer also says : 
He collected the melodies [kolindas] between 1909 and 1917 ... To know exactly when Bart6k 
really began the systematization of the kolindas is not important from the point of view of :良 
research, but it is worth noting because it was exactly at the beginning of the 20's that those 
rhythmic elements appeared, and those metric shapes, which - in our opinion - he borrowed from 
the kolindas ... The fast tempo of the latter [kolindas] gives them that very peculiar and exciting 
'limping' character which distinguishes them from any other rhythmic formations ... In Bart6k's 
music the kolinda rhythm is typical of the giusto, or fast movements as well. 
Bart6k also describes the use of changing metre as fashionable :44 
What mostly interested us in the rigid rhythm kind were the changes of measure. I had fully 
exploited these possibilities already in my earliest works, and later perhaps even with some 
exaggeration ... It seems that the trend toward frequent changes of measure is one of the 
internationally-characteristic features of the twentieth century. 
Although Bart6k does not specify the earlier works, or the later works, the fact that he 
fully exploits the possibility of metre changes is obvious, especially in his First Concerto. 
Figure 5 shows the frequency of metre changes in the six movements of the two 
concertos. The bracketed number indicates the total number of measures in the 
movement. It is astonishing that the first movement of the First Concerto has one 
hundred changes. There is a change approximately every 4.8 measures. 
• ‘ , 
43. J^nos Breuer, "Kolinda Rhythm in the Music of Bart6k," Studia Musicologica, Studia Musicologica 
Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 17 (1975), pp.40-42. 
44. Suchoff, Bela Bartdk Essays, p.386. 
4 8 
I 
Figure 5 : Metre changes in Bart6k's first two piano concertos 
Concerto I ConcertoII 
Movement 1 100(482) 48(307) 
Movement2 10(230) 65(312) 
Movement3 4(528) 30(325) 
‘ As Breuer says :45 
The opening movement of the I piano concerto, with its continuously changing - compressed and 
augmented rhythms - termed by us Kolinda rhythm, posed serious difficulties to the early 
performers, or more precisely; to the conductors and orchestras ... The score even perplexed such a 
great man as Wilhelm Furtwangler, who conducted the Premi6re in Frankfurt am Main, 1927 July 
1st ... Nevertheless, during the performances of the work, Bart6k was aware that the constantly 
changing Kolinda-rhythms posed extreme difficulties to both the conductor of the work, and the 
orchestra. He also knew, that in order to overcome the difficulties, a number of conductors simply 
re-wrote - "corrected" into symmetry - the bar lines ... 
Apart from the above discussions, according to Benjamin Suchoff^^ Transylvanian 
Romanian village dance melodies are also characterized by their "shifted rhythm." He 
quotes an example of a Romanian folk melody (Example 59)47 in which the accented 
units are shifted so that they lose their emphasis; the non-accented units gain emphatic 
. ( 
rendition. 
Example 59 : A Romanian village dance melody with shifted accents. 
•• ” … - • - - - -• . — I I .._. 
- ^ ^ n ^ T : i f n r . a l f i M7l r m / M i l f f f r： 4 7 , T H ^ 
^ ^ 三 : _ _ _ ^ ^ 三 三 酵 _ ^ ^ = _ _ _ ^ ^ 毛 ^ ^ 三 妾 T ^ i > yi^ UJ ^jj y i^ > I LJ_u Ly LU U LU 
Looking at Bartok's First Piano Concerto, there are places with much freer use of 
shifted accents. Example 60 shows that the upper and lower strings have a very irregular 
grouping of notes, resulting in accents in different places. The shifting accents are 
further enhanced by frequent change of meter. 
Example 60 : Bart6k Con 1 : i mml 13-120 
.-.-7:=f=^^^^ppf—r~"rn r~i——r-^"i 11^  Vn~ rrTTl~~ rTTl~" r~r~T" 
f l ^ ^ 4 f F W p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f t 
^ f : > ~• . , • ？' • • > . • • y- . . > . • > - . • . > ‘ : * > » / 
‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ � 丨 节 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ � 征 _ ^ ^ = ^ ^ 
45. Breuer, "Kolinda rhythm in the Music of Bart6k," pp.46^7. 
46. R ^ , Bartdk and Koddly Revisited, p. 194. 




According to Guerry (see Preface, p.l), shortly after the world premiere of the First 
Concerto in 1927, Bart6k was further disappointed in the US when the intended 
performance of the First Piano Concerto was scrapped because the Dutch conductor 
Mengelberg declared that he could not conduct it with only three r e h e a r s a l s . 4 8 Janos 
Kdrpati has confirmed that orchestras at the time found the parts difficult, and the 
conductors themselves were not always comfortable with the language of this new 
- m u s i c . 4 9 Perhaps one of the characteristics of this kind of "new music" is its 
frequently changing metre, but the musical circle at that time was not ready to accept it. 
Although the Second Piano Concerto seems less complicated, difficult metres like^ t ^ 
exist (e.g. m65 in the first movement). 
C. The Influence on Melody and Harmony 
Having devoted much time to folk music research, Bart6k consciously or not 
assimilated its melodic style. He is obviously very fond of employing folkish melodic 
elements in his music. In his first two concertos, no superfluous, lyrical melodies can be 
found. Instead, simple, short, motivic and repetitive melodic lines with very limited 
range of pitch abound. Of course, there is an underlying philosophy for this preference. 
.¾' 
Bart6k once said that a simple melody allows harmonic opportunities and he criticized 
harshly those who harmonized a simple melody with only dull chords :50 
Melodies in such an archaic style can very well be provided also with the most daring harmonies 
. . .Because of the simple structure of these melodies, the aforementioned people [earlier arrangers 
of folk music] would permit only the most common, that is, the most dull and hackneyed chord 
successions for folk music. They would not permit the use of altered degrees ... These dull chords 
don't enhance at all the special qualities of the melodies; on the contrary, they tend to hide the 
original beauty. Such additions to published folk melodies are absolutely useless; to do such 
things is a waste of energy, money, time, and material ... People who do such things are not 
composers, they are better or worse-mostly worse-handicraftsmen. 
These severe comments explain why Bart6k chooses to use very simple melodic 
patterns in the two concertos. It is also his desire to harmonize these melodies with the 
boldest and most daring harmonies. The main horn tune in the first movement of the 
First Concerto contains only four pitches : A-flat, G-flat, F and E-flat (mml3-18). It is 
repetitive in character and has a narrow range of only a fourth. Bart6k once commented : 
The so-called narrow range melodies with not more than three or four degrees, very 
common in Serbo-Croatian and Arab rural music, offer the same liberty for us ...'^i In 
another essay where Bart6k is talking about Stravinsky's Rite of Spring,^^ he comments 
48. Guerry, Bartdk's Concertos for Solo Piano, p. 18. 
49. Malcolm Gillies, editor. The Bartdk Companion (London : Faber and Faber Ltd., 1993)，p.499. 
50. Suchoff, BelaBartdkEssays, p.374. 
51. Suchoff, BelaBartdkEssays, p.375. 
52. Suchoff, Bela Bartdk Essays, p.343. 
50 
that these short recurring primitive motives are very characteristic of Russian music of a 
certain category. This type of construction occurs in some old Hungarian music for wind 
instruments and also in Arab peasant dances. Moreover, the second subject in the first 
movement of the First Concerto (Example 4)，with its pentatonic structure and eleven-
syllable rhythm, is very characteristic of old Hungarian folk songs.^^ 
Bart6k's folk-music research also resulted in wider use of unconventional intervals 
" such as augmented fourths, used both melodically and harmonically (Examples 20a, 20b， 
5Gc), in the two concertos : 
Rumanian and Slovak folk songs show a highly interesting treatment of the tritone (the first, in a 
sort of Mixolydian mode with minor sixth, the others, in a Lydian mode) ... These forms brought 
about the free use of the augmented fourth, diminished fifth ... Through inversion, and by 
juxtaposition one above the other, many different chords are obtained and with them the freest 
melodic as well as harmonic treatment of the twelve tones of our present day harmonic system.^^ 
The free use of the major second interval (an inverted minor seventh) in the first two 
piano concertos (Examples 9，28) may also be an influence from a Hungarian pentatonic 
scale in which the seventh degree is treated as equally important with the rest of the scale: 
From the pentatonic scale, G-B-flat-C-D-F, the basis of the oldest of the Hungarian peasant tunes, 於. 
Bart6k derived special limited possibilities for harmonization. These included two triads, the 
minor seventh chord, G-B-flat-D-F, and the inversions of these chordal structures. Bart6k traced 
the consonant use of the minor seventh chord to the old pentatonic melodies, where the seventh 
appears as an interval of equal importance to the third and fifth.^^ 
Although Bart6k often writes very simple, diatonic melodies, he also uses chromatic 
ones. But instead of learning chromaticism from Western Romanticism, he has said in 
his 1943 Harvard Lecture that it is the Arabian chromaticism that influenced his work 
after 1913.56 
Such a chromatic style exists in Arab areas of Northern Algeria and in [Dalmatia] ... As I have 
known such Arabic melodies since 1913, it is quite imaginable that they may have influenced my 
works (following that year) with their chromaticism ... My first 'chromatic' melody I invented in 
1923; I used it as the first theme of my Dance Suite. This music has some resemblance to the Arab 
melody you just heard ... 
Apart from the Dance Suite, Bart6k also enumerates some other works, one of which 
is the Second Piano Concerto, second movement. In this concerto, Arabian 
chromaticism is enhanced by Bart6k's use of parallelism. In the example taken from the 
Second Concerto, Bart6k uses two superimposed quintal chords which basically move in 
contrary motion (Example 37). The first time this passage appears, it is not really 
53. R^nki ’ Bartdk and Koddly Revisited, p. 195 • 
54. Suchoff, BdaBartdkEssays, pp.337-338. 
55. Elliot Antokoletz, Twentieth Century Music (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice Hall, 1992)，p.lll. 
56. Suchoff, BdaBartdkEssays, pp.337-383. 
51 . 
chromatic; in fact it is diatonic in nature. Nevertheless, when it recurs at m30, Bart6k has 
made the tune chromatic (Example 61) by use of intervallic contraction. The contrary 
motion of these two superimposed quintal chords results in six chromatic Arabian lines 
moving homophonically. 
Example 61. Bart6k Con 2 : ii mm30-33 
.,.. - - — •- — 
"*"^‘丨 I 一 I _ I 
、 | ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 4 通 棚 |-
’ J oj ^ ^ ―^ 
1 ： t^ p""^yp~7 r i r . . u ^M ^ = ^ ^ : - ^ s 
. ^ ^ " f ^ F f f i ^ ^ ^ f ? ^ T ^ 
‘~~ \ 二 _ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ C Z Z - ^ i r ^ - r 
Above all, the barbaric, repetitive, furious use of thirds in the Ritornello of the last 
movement (Allegro molto) of the Second Concerto is worth mentioning. Using thirds is， 
according to Janos Karpati, an Arabian tradition. In Bart6k's Chamber Music, he has 
given an evaluation of Bart6k's study of Arabian music, and when he discusses Bart6k's 
Second String Quartet, he mentions that the use of thirds is an imitation of the drum effect 
in Arabian folk music :57 
Besides the single Arab folksong arrangement (the 42 violin duos) there are numerous Arab 
imitations in Bart6k's music ... He was also one of the first, insofar as he strove in his 
investigation of Arab music ... The quaver accompaniment and minor third repetition in the second 
movement of the Second Quartet is in fact a stylization of the drum effects of Arab folk music ... 
The continuation of the quartet's third-motif hints even more unmistakably at Arab folk music. In 
this way it becomes clear that the third motif is really an augmented second, a typical Arab scale 
interval. 
The minor third is of utmost importance in the last movement of Bart6k's Second 
Concerto. The minor thirds of Example 46, which are shared by the timpani and piano, 
signify the Ritornello, Bart6k describes the materials in the Ritornello as the only "new 
theme," and it is important because it "serves as a frame holding together the various 
sections of the third movement which are constructed of the transformed subjects from 
t h e f i r s t m o v e m e n t . " 5 8 
The third interval is significant also because Bart6k has borrowed the idea of 
simultaneous use of major and minor thirds in Hungarian instrumental folk m u s i c . 5 9 The 
application of this idea leads to the practice of polytonality in both concertos. For 
example, in the First Concerto, there are three obvious places where the orchestra and the 
57. K%M，"The Folk Music Influence," pp.98-101. / 
58. Suchoff, "Analysis of tiie Second Concerto for Piano and Orchestra," pp.420-421. 
59. Bart6k once said "It is very interesting to note that we can observe the simultaneous use of major 
and minor thirds even in instrumental music (Suchoff, Bda Bartdk Essays, p.369.)." 
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piano have different key signatures : 1) from measures 425 to 449 in the first movement, 
the piano score has six sharps, while the score for the rest of the orchestra has no sharps; 
2) frqm measures 117 to 138 in the last movement, the orchestra score now has five 
sharps, while the piano's has no sharps, but from measures 139 to 209，both the 
orchestra and piano now share the same key signature of 5 sharps; 3) from measures 504 
to 518 in the same movement, the piano score has four sharps, while the rest of the 
orchestra has no sharps. The simultaneous use of contrasting key signatures suggests 
* polytonality. G u e r r y ^ o cited Stevens's comments on this use of different key signatures 
as Bart6k's "reaffirmation of tonality."6i In addition to the above, it is interesting to 
notice two things : 1) Bart6k has deliberately created two different pitch systems by 
spelling the same note differently. In example 62a, the D-sharp from the piano and the 
E-flat from the flute are actuaJily the same note, but spelt in a different way.62 2) Starting 
from measure 117 in the last movement of the First Concerto, not only do the orchestra 
and the piano play from contrasting key signatures, but Bart6k has also created a sense of 
contrasting tonality within a single instrument. The piano score in Example 62b shows 
that the right hand has a diatonic passage to play while the left hand's is chromatic, and 
that the F-sharp and G-sharp from the left hand clash with F and G from the right. 
Although the philosophy behind Bart6k's trick is still unclear, one fact is clear: tonality is 
obscured and bitonality results. 
Example 62a. Con 1 : i m429 Example 62b. Con 1 : iii mml20-121 
p K ^ " 刚 | 而 涌 | : 
, . t j f L r l 1^:'.丨 Q ' ; f k " i 華 
Apart from polytonality, Bart6k's use of folkish melodies in different modes results in 
polymodality. In the second movement of the First Concerto, the middle section (from 
m91) is clearly polymodal : it starts with an Aeolian tune played by an A clarinet, it is 
echoed by a Dorian tune from the bassoon, then a B-flat clarinet follows, playing a 
Dorian tune again. What is more, while the woodwinds are playing this polyphonic 
60. Guerry, Bart6k^s Concertosfor Solo Piano, p.27 
61. Stevens, The Life and Music ofB4la Bartdk (New York : Oxford University Press, 1964), p.234. 
62. Malcolm Gillies, however, in one of the lectures given in the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 
February 1996, suggests that the simultaneous use of different pitch systems (e.g. D-sharp and E-
flat) in Bart6k's music might be a matter of "easier" writing for the player. 
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modal passage, the piano produces an ostinato which gradually thickens. It is firstly 
formed by harmonic major sevenths, then superimposed fourths; as the texture thickens, 
the ostinato turns into clusters (Examples 18a, 18b and 18c). As it thins out, 
superimposed fourths and then sevenths are seen again respectively, resulting once more 
in a palindromic design. In a similar way the strings and the woodwinds in the First 
Concerto produce a vigorous ostinato formed by fourths to accompany the piano in the 
first 56 measures of the third movement. A possible source for this kind of ostinato has 
‘Jbeen suggested by Vernon Husson Taylor :63 . 
> 
The duda, an instrument resembling the bagpipe, provides a continuous ostinato in fifths or 
octaves. One pipe produces a drone, usually B-flat; the other pipe supplies either the fifth or the 
octave above this tone. The tekerQ, a four-stringed hurdy-gurdy, has its strings set in vibration by a 
disc, attached to a hand crank. Three of the strings produce a drone of the octave plus the fifth 
above. The fourth string is used to play the melody. 
Bart6k has successfully applied this musical technique in his First Concerto. The 
piano, which takes the place of the duda, provides a continuous ostinato. Instead of 
using octaves and fifths, Bart6k uses sevenths, fourths and clusters. The woodwinds in 
various modes play the melody above this ostinato. 
To conclude, it is obvious that Bart6k's folk music research has considerable 
influence on his compositions. However, it is really hard to tell which characteristics 
belong to which particular country. People do not live alone and music does not exist 
alone. Music undergoes changes after interaction. The music of Bart6k, too, is a 
product of fusion of Westem art music with Eastern European and North African folk 
music. 
t 
63. Guerry quotes Vemon Husson Taylor's Contrapuntal Techniques in the Music of Bela Bartdk 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Dept. of Music, Northwestern University, 1950, p.32) in his 
disscTt2LtionBartdk^s Solo Concertos for Piano, p. 37. 
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IV 
THE SHAPING FORCES OF BARTOK'S 
FIRST TWO PIANO CONCERTOS 
I. The Influences of Baroque Music 
“ F r o m the beginning of the 1920s, the growing demand for Bart6k's appearance as 
composer-pianist enabled him to have a series of concert tours in various big cities in 
Europe, including the Italian centres Milan, Rome，Naples, Palermo, Trieste and 
Florence. These concert tours, according to Benjamin Suchoff, "undoubtedly provided 
the impetus for Bart6k's investigation of the Italian keyboard music of the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries for concert pu rposes . "64 After this, Bart6k involved himself 
with the playing of sonatas by Baroque composers like Domenico Scarlatti, Couperin, 
Frescobaldi, Ciaia, Marcello, Rossi and Sipoli. This kind of exposure encouraged a 
revival of interest in early keyboard music. Moreover, this growing interest in Baroque 
music exerted an influence on his own music. According to Suchoff, the piano works 
written by Bart6k in the year 1926，including the Sonata for Piano, Out ofDoors Suite 
for piano, the Nine Little Piano Pieces and the First Piano Concerto, bear the fruits of 
Bart6k's study of early Italian contrapuntal style.^^ Suchoff further cites the works of 
Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643) and Azzolino Bernardino della Ciaia (1671-1755) to 
illustrate how Bart6k assimilates early Italian keyboard style in his First C o n c e r t o . 6 6 ln 
the final section of Frescobaldi's Toccata in G Major, the composer uses a chromatic 
motif in the form of a semitone tetrachord in a contrapuntal way (Example 63). Bart6k 
imitates this use of tetrachord in his First Piano Concerto. However, he uses them 
vertically and they form chromatic cells such as C, D-flat, D, E-flat (Example 9). 
Example 63. Frescobaldi Toccata in G Major, last section 
—^  
i J T ^ T j ^ 1 碰 / . , ~ | ^ 
P > C _ 3 r $ _ . i " t7 0 5 / b r 
1 � � j K " T ^ r J … . . … ^ n i v - i - , > T ^ b = = z = 
i : A b � J . ^ : ^ m i d. = ^ ‘ ^ i l = = 
"tr—"" 1 ^ = p = p 
64. Benjamin Suchoff，'The Hiipact of Italian Baroque Music on Bart6k's Music，" Bartdk and Koddly 
Revisited, edited by Gyorgy R ^ (Budapest: Akad^miai Kiad6, 1987), p. 189. 
65. Suchoff, 'The Impact of ItaUan Baroque Music’" p. 189. 
66. Suchoff, 'The Impact of Italian Baroque Music," pp. 190-192. 
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The Canzone from the Sonata in G Major of della Ciaia displays an even closer 
relation to Bart6k's First Concerto. As Example 64 shows, it is quite convincing to 
suggest that Bart6k imitated the melodic shape of the Canzone theme in his first subject in 
the first movement (the first six measures of Example 3). 
Example 64. Ciaia Canzone 
- .. . •灣. 冊 • 
i Mk^ (",44) - ^ L_^ 
7 ^ ' — _ I m . - m 一 — • - ~ — — 
- ?H- - = = = = = = = 1 ~~=f=f 
� _ I ±^^^^. ？ • . ^- 2丨，印 A, / ^ ‘ ^ ‘ 
- ^ ""f"* “^ ""+^十 ^ f ' T t 十 " ^今十， _—个 , K ^ • “ / <y 
^ S ^ p ^ ^ _ l m " m ^ ^ ^ ^ 
J 附二/«_) LUJ L i u LUJ4J UJJJd y i t ^ L i i _ a u u 
Cftse. V:tr .yj>mp4^ j*r> 
Although Suchoff's examples have been criticized as only ”a sort of shot-by-shot 
illustration" and the degree of influence of Frescobaldi's music on Bart6k's has been 
questioned,67 Bart6k's interest in pre-Classical music in the 1920s was undeniable. 
Bart6k once wrote to an essayist on his piano works, Edwin von der NUll, "in recent 
years I have considerably occupied myself with music before Bach, and I believe that 
traces of this are to be noticed in the [First] Piano Concerto and the Nine Little Piano 
.¾. 
Pieces…丨丨幼 
Thus, Bart6k deliberately adopts a number of old techniques in the music. His 
intention is clear: he wants to create a musical renaissance through the use of folk music 
materials in his two piano concertos. In his opinion, the new can be created only from 
the old.69 
One of the means that Bart6k adopted was the revival of old forms. The typical 
classical sonata form, with well-defined exposition, development and recapitulation 
sections, is used in the two outer movements of the First Concerto and the first movement 
of the Second. The tonality is clear, too : E for the outer movements of the First 
Concerto, G for the Second Concerto. On the other hand, in the last movement of the 
Second Concerto, a ritornello structural design with alternating sections of ritomello (new 
67. Bdlint Vazsonyi, "Bart6k and the Twenty-first Century - Some Personal Remarks to the 
Discussion," Bartdk and Koddly Revisited, p.224. In this article, Vdzsonyi remarks, 'This is why 
the discussion yesterday (and the day before) was somewhat worrying : the vast number of influences 
Bart6k seems to have used in his music - were they really that important? When the First Piano 
Concerto was discussed, for example, we were given a sort of shot-by-shot illustration of what was 
Frescobaldi, what was Romania, what was ...." 
68. Malcolm Gillies, editor, 'The Piano Year of 1926," The Bartdk Companion (London : Faber and 
Faber Ltd. 1993),p.l87. 




thematic materials), and episode (transformed thematic materials from the first movement) 
resembles the design of a Baroque concerto grosso or solo concerto, in which the 
concertino, or the solo, alternates with the ripieno. Moreover, Bart6k's habits of making 
••； , 
the piano thematic materials independent of the orchestra's and his use of contrasting 
'blocks' of sound in the concertos can be compared with a piece of typical Baroque 
orchestral music in which different types of instrumental timbres are contrasted in a 
similar way. 
� I n many other respects, especially in the Second Concerto, there is a distinct neo-
classical cast, as passages of Baroque-inspired counterpoint abound. Many of the 
Baroque contrapuntal techniques such as canonic imitation, inversion, retrograde 
inversion, rhythmic variation, extension and compression of melodies, are revived in this 
concerto. The following examples, mainly from the Second Concerto, illustrate these 
points. 
Canonic imitation 
It is interesting to discover that Bart6k uses this technique mainly for the subjects in 
the first and last movements of the Second Concerto. Whenever a subject, or a motive of 
.¾. 
it, is played, it appears in canonic imitation most of the time (Examples 65a and b). 
Example 65a. Con 2 : i mm24-30 (Canonic imitation of the first subject, motive 'a') 
^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
, _ _ _ I — I _ - J ^ : I n t l . ^ . r ^ - ' | 明 ， f 1 ： 胃 - - i i ^ r ^ * 1 ''^ ""1 ^ ^ 1 "^'Li ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ 山 丨 1 作 山 口 丨 爪 丨 , ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 u L ^ ^ , . ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ J n ( H | _ l n A ] i ^1 I 
t 
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Example 65b. Con 2 : i mm63-65 (Canonic imitation of the first subject, motive 'c') 
, 7T^ _ ^ ^, , -, / ^ • I T^  a 
. Z o “ ^ j J ^ I y >f & U ^ ^ 窘 化 卜 � 7 / i y ^ Q ^ 
― ’ f , ；’ ^ ~ ~ " ^ , f f l 谓 囊 _ 
_ — 1 ‘ n g i l , n i J T ] . j ] l i ^ J 3 1 i i ^ . � 
Although less prominent, canonic imitation can still be found in the First Concerto 
(Examples 66a and b): 
Example 66a. Con 1 : i mm409-412 (strings and woodwinds) 
^ f f T ^ r m , — 面 丁 罪 — n B ] ; ; g p ^ m a 
^ ^ | - V U J ' | ^ U ' ' ^ M 
.¾. 
Example 66b. Con 1 : i mm465-470 (second subject from piano, bassoon) 
一^^^~~"；::^了 —厂 \ ^ . , , i f - ^ " " p r n n .牛 
(b- i f M i M ^^ | / T i T i I 丨 丄 “ “ 丨 [ T j I � ] 
Wo^J ？^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ L 方 私 芊 
� ‘ — <”'：“ - 、丨 J ^ 1 ^ I J _ J 1 ^ 1 J . = 
“ “ ' i " ^ i ~ " 1 ¾ r r n STT~^ 4 ^ ‘ v 
. ^ E = ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ r j ^ }-'~~Tf'~~^ 0 [ 
P _ ^ ^'"“‘ h 华 _ . - ^ 寸 ^ U 
^ ^ ^ • • • • • _ 義 _ _ 義 兰 
^ » ^“ - “ _ _ _ . — — — 
- - L•^ “^ >Y 
Inversion of sonata theme 
Bart6k uses this technique quite frequently so as to create palindromic designs for the 
concerto. This kind of technique is plentiful in the recapitulations of the first and last 
movements in the Second Concerto. Examples 67a, b and c are some selected examples. 
The themes are not only inverted, they are also treated to various kinds of contrapuntal 
manipulation, resulting in a Baroque atmosphere. 
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Example 67a. Con 1 : i mml62-169 (mirror inversion, modified hom tune) 
. ^ , | 1 ^ 1X1111 咖 丨 | 時 > ^ 
^ ] : - 一 - ^ - ^ 5 一 ， 
V 跨 一 r ^ 一 - • 
V r7^^.- 丄 - . . _^ ^ V, ^jnzjf_^- = L K-| 1 1 
^ ^ _ 拝 三 _ 萍 稱 _ 荐 ^ 
^ r ； 5 ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ 
‘ � Example 67b. Con 2 : i mml81-185 (motive 'a' of the first subject) 
f ^ t ^ ~ ~ ~ i = ^ S = f J l f 门⑴華 
^ ^ ^ r* � —一 7 ^ ^ 
V ^ Z - , _ - H 4 - m — — r W ^ A ^ 
2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 目 _ 三 5 _ ^ ^ ; 三 _ 
l ^ ^ 2 ^ 6 S = ^ 3 ^ S 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w ^ 
Example 67c. Con 2 : i mm222-226 (cadenza) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ‘ 
^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ W ^ # 
Retrograde Inversion 
Retrograde Inversion is a contrapuntal technique used in the Renaissance, which 
means that when the melody returns, it starts with the last note and moves backward in 
melodic inversion. This technique, of which Example 36 is one example, is mainly 
found in the recapitulations of the four outer movements. 
Rhythmic VariationlTransformation 
Another striking feature in the Second Concerto is that the subjects of the first 
movement are rhythmically disguised when they reappear in the last movement. Most of 
them are changed to triplet form in the third movement. Bart6k probably does not like 
reusing materials unchanged.70 Variation is, thus, one technique he adopts to create 
variety and interest. Transforming old materials in a recognizable way also helps to create 
formal homogeneity and uniformity for the whole work. A perfect balance - the arch 
70. Breuer, "Kolinda Rhythm in the Music of Bart6k," p.48. Breuer says that’ according to Bart6k, the 
same musical material is never brought back in an unvaried form. 
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design resulting from the thematic relationship shared by the first and last movements - is 
achieved (Examples 47，48, 49a，51 and 53). 
Extension and Compression of Melodies 
According to J^nos KdrpdtiJi this variation process belongs to previous eras, when 
the composer presented the same melody in the major then the minor key. Sometimes, it 
was not the whole melody but only the important interval of the third that was being 
“^ompressed or extended. Consequently, a diatonic melody becomes chromatic, a 
ehromatic melody becomes diatonic, or becomes a whole-tone scale. Bart6k uses this 
technique to vary his melodies in the Second Concerto. In one of his Harvard lectures, 
he said: n 
You know very well the extension of themes in their value called augmentation, and their 
compression in value called diminution. These devices are very well known, especially from the 
art music of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Now, this new device could be called 
'extension in range’ of a theme. ... such an extension will considerably change the character of the 
melody, sometimes to such a degree that its relation to the original, non-extended form will be 
scarcely recognizable. We will have mostly the impression that we are dealing with an entirely 
new melody. And this circumstance is very good indeed, because we will get variety on the one 
hand, but the unity will remain undestroyed because of the hidden relation between the two forms. 
If, perhaps, you will object that this new device is somehow artificial my only answer will be that 
it is absolutely no more artificial than those old devices of augmentation, diminution, inversion, 
and cancrizans of themes. ,^ 
Furthermore, in the same lecture, Bart6k comments that not until he studied the 
Dalmatian chromatic style did he discover that the chromatic melodies of that style are in 
fact nothing more than diatonic melodies of the neighbouring areas, compressed into 
chromatic level. Thus he concludes, "nothing absolutely new in the world can be 
invented; the most unusual-looking ideas have or must have their predecessors." 
Thus, his compression and extension of melodies is actually an old compositional 
technique of varying melodies in order to create unity in the music. Janos Karpati in his 
article has cited several relevant examples of compression. All of them are found in the 
Second Concerto (Example 68a’ b，c and d): 
Example 68a. Con 2 : i mm8l-85 (a diatonic tune in the piano) 
^^l'M i^{jjf^iv'l']^ ijTJi 购 
71. Gillies, The Bartdk Companion, pp.507-508. 
72. Suchoff, Bela Bartdk Essays, p.381. 
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Example 68b. Con 2 : i mm99-103 (a compressed liom tune) 
: : ^ : ^ = : ^ ^ f i i ~ f ~ p n ~ f f l T f n ~ f f l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Y ^ 1 H*^  MJ J ^ J i y ^ S = r ^ J ^ 4 - j：M>j^ i i ^ ^ 
Example 68c. Con 2 : i mm254-256 (a compressed tune from clarinet and bassoon) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ½ = ^ 
Example 68d. Con 2 : iii mm276[278]-283 (a tune from the strings, with both extension 
^ andcompression) 
^ ^ ^ 4 " ^ ^ ^ ^ : l ^ ^ f = i ^ f ~ ~ L J X L i J � ~ u L U ~ t b j = j ^ 
T --L _^. _ s ^ “ ~~"^-^^ ^ ~ ^ 
Apart from Karpati's examples, perhaps some of the most interesting and complicated 
writing techniques of the composer are in the second movement，where all kinds of 
compositional devices can be found. In this movement, the first section of the temary 
design is played by strings, producing superimposed quintal chords (Example 37). Each 
time when these chords reappear, Bart6k employs different sorts of devices like 
compression, extension and even inversions, so that the character of the music is changed 
considerably (Example 61). The outlook remains the same (superimposed chords), but 
actually no music is repeated. 
In the last part of this ternary section, when the quintal theme comes back again, the 
'mistuned' character is even stronger (Example 69). 
Example 69. Con 2 : ii，second Adagio mm32-36 (compression and variation) 
|1琴]|订聊丨一 
M ^ ^ i U i ^ li3 
Organum Style 
In the second movement of the Second Concerto, Bart6k's use of parallelism in the 
strings can be compared with a twelfth-century organum in which a second, third or 
fourth voice in parallel octave, fifths, or fourths (Example 37) is added to a Gregorian 
melody. 
With all the above-mentioned examples, Bart6k's intention to turn to pre-Classical 
music seems more obvious in the Second Concerto. The Second Concerto is 
61 r 
characterized by its better-organized structure, greater degree of unity of thematic 
materials, more refined orchestration and greater stress on contrapuntal writing. 
Consequently, it is "more Classical" and "more pleasing" to the taste of the general 
public. Nevertheless, it would be wrong to jump to a conclusion that the First Concerto 
is less well-written. Bart6k would have opposed such a comment. Compared with the 
Second Concerto, the First Concerto is more passionate and impulsive in the presentation 
of musical ideas. It is full of thematic materials with potential for further development. 
> 
II. The Influences of Beethoven 
Baroque counterpoint apparently influenced Bart6k's two piano concertos 
considerably. Beethoven is yet another figure whose works had an important place in 
Bart6k's thinking. Bart6k appreciated Beethoven and considered his works ideal in style 
and formal structure. Several incidents provide evidence of this. First, Beethoven's 
works were among Bart6k's favourite concert repertoire. In a letter to the B.B.C. Music 
Department in 1933, Bart6k suggested the following program for a studio appearance :73 
•% 
J. S. Bach : Suite in G minor 
Beethoven : Sonata in E flat major, op.31. No 3 
Frescobaldi : Toccata in G major and Fuga in G minor (Transcription by Bart6k) 
Domenico Zipoli : Suite in B minor 
Kodaly : No 2 from piano pieces, op. 11 
Bart6k : Sonata 
Bart6k was fond of playing his own compositions in concerts. Sometimes for 
political reasons, however, he made no appearances in public recitals or otherwise played 
no compositions of his own; then his concert programs would chiefly be made up of 
works by Bach, Mozart and Beethoven. Such is the case in the years 1930-34 when the 
Hungarian official organizations and musical associations showed resentment toward his 
m u s i c . 7 4 
Later, in 1940, in a letter to Miss Parrish, a lady probably seeking tuition from 
Bart6k, he recommended that she choose whatever she likes from all the works by 
Beethoven, Mozart, Bach, Schubert, Chopin, Schumann, Debussy, and - Bart6k for 
study p u r p o s e s . 7 5 So it is a fact that Beethoven always occupies a place in B a r t 6 k ' s 
mind. In the book BelaBartdk, Serge Moreux quotes Bart6k :76 
73. J^os Demeny, editor, Bela Bartdk Letters (London : Faber and Faber, 1971)，p.222. 
74. Dem^ny, Bda Bartdk Letters�p. 181. 
75. Dem6ny, BdaBartdkLetters, p.280. 
76. Serge Moreux, BelaBart6k (London : Harvill Press, 1953), p.92. 
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Debussy's great service to music was to reawaken among all musicians an awareness of harmony 
and its possibilities. In that, he was just as important as Beethoven, who revealed to us the 
meaning of progressive forms, and as Bach, who showed us the transcendent significance of 
counterpoint …Now, what I am always asking myself is this : is it possible to make a synthesis of 
these three great masters, a living synthesis that will be valid for our own time? 
John Meyer's article, "Beethoven and Bart6k - a structural Parallel (1970)，" compares 
the middle movement of Beethoven's Piano Concerto in G Major (1806) with the 
'Adagios in the middle movement of Bart6k's Second Piano Concerto. As shown in his 
^rticle, the two middle movements display a striking resemblance. The instrumentation in 
both concertos is almost the same, a string orchestra and the solo piano. The only 
difference is that timpani are used to accompany the piano in Bart6k's concerto. 
Secondly, in both concertos, the soloist and the orchestra have different thematic 
materials, and in fact they can be treated as two different, unrelated bodies, having 
alternating sections of d i a l o g u e ? ? 
The underlying principle of these two concerto movements is the opposition of two rivals rather 
than the integration of two partners. By appearing one after the other, instead of together, the 
piano and orchestra are sharply defined and this is accentuated by the differences in texture and 
thematic materials. 
^ 
In other words, it is possible to play the piano sections one after the other without the 
intervening orchestral sections, or vice versa, and still make musical sense. Moreover, in 
the two concertos, the piano sections consist of considerable amounts of new material, 
while the orchestral sections are mainly repetitive. This is more so in the case of 
Beethoven and perhaps less in the case of Bart6k. 
Furthermore, as Meyer explains, the piano's ascendancy is gained through different 
means in the two concertos. In Bart6k's Second Concerto, the solo piano subdues the 
orchestra through a gradual rise of dynamic from p at measure 39 t o / a t measure 44, 
while the rest of the orchestra is playing p or pp most of the time; in Beethoven's 
concerto, the supremacy of the piano is achieved by a rise to very high pitch, up to G" 
(m47), while the pitch of the orchestra stays more or less the same all the time; the 
piano's predominance is also enhanced by a cadenza. Moreover, the increasingly active 
role of the solo piano in both concertos helps to give it dominance. In Bart6k's concerto, 
the orchestra, which starts the piece, experiences a drastic drop of measure length every 
time it appears, while the second piano section is twice as long as the first (Figure 6): 




Figure 6. Bart6k Con 2 : ii Phrase length of the orchestra and piano in the first Adagio 
Strings 22 9 8 
Piano 7 15 2 
In Beethoven's concerto, the predominance of the piano is gained since the strings 
experience 'rhythmic contraction' from a five-measure phrase (Example 70a) in the 
-conversation with the piano to a three-measure phrase (Example 70b) and finally to only 
punctuative chords of pizzicato (Examples 70c and d). The solo piano, on the other 
hand, changes from an eight-measure phrase to supremacy in a Cadenza-like passage 
found between measures 46 and 61. 
Example 70a. Beethoven Con : ii mml-5 .- .- • _. .- • _ _ _ _ • ..... — — — • 
/jhd^t </TA/X7V^ ^ 口| 」j 
j h [ ^r.nn I Q J T H l j^ n i ^ ^ J j ^ i 
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Example 70b. Beethoven Con : ii mm26-28 
4 f . : fTT^ i M=rn .^1 
g ^ ^ ^ E ^ E E - r 1 | K ^ 
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Example 70c. Beethoven Con : ii mm32-35 
• ” ) ^ ; , ^ i ^ P 
Example 70d. Beethoven Con : ii mm49-51 
JU__fii^: r— 
(ffi r 1) I -1 f ^ ^ 
0 • “ 
\ 
In conclusion, in both concertos, the composers use similar strategies to make the solo 
piano more outstanding. Both composers shorten the measure length of the orchestra 
gradually, Bart6k also raises the dynamic level of the piano while Beethoven uses higher 
pitch level to make the solo piano stand out more. 
Although affinity between the two movements under consideration is undeniable, it 
must be pointed out that Bart6k does not follow Beethoven's path blindly. Beyond the 
observations of Meyer, it is found that Bart6k has applied a number of differences in his 
own concerto. The first obvious difference is that the Adagio in his concerto returns in 
varied form after a Presto section. Thus, the whole structure becomes two adagios 
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enclosing a fast section. Next, Beethoven's orchestra mostly plays in unison and 
octaves, while the piano plays harmonic blocks except near the cadenza. On the contrary, 
Bart6k's orchestra plays mainly superimposed fourths and fifths, creating a new kind of 
harmonic language. When the piano enters, it plays mostly unison melody two octaves 
apart. It seems that the two composers have given a different texture and approach to the 
orchestra and the solo instrument. 
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III. The Influences of Stravinsky 
Although Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) expressed his personal dislike of Bart6k's 
work，78 he was one of the contemporary composers admired and praised by Bart6k. 
Early in the twentieth century, Bart6k studied Stravinsky's works such as his ballets the 
Firebird (1910), The Rite ofSpring (1913) and Pukinella (1920), and other works like 
the Octetfor Wind Instruments (1923) and Concerto for Piano and Winds (1924)，and 
was greatly fascinated by them. On some occasions, Bart6k described Stravinsky as "the 
greatest of the m o d e m s . " 7 9 por this reason, it is possible that Bart6k unconsciously 
assimilated some of the stylistic characteristics of Stravinsky. Why does Bart6k 
appreciate Stravinsky so much? The first reason may be that in the 1920s, both 
Stravinsky and Bart6k were inclined to pursue a more purified and simple musical style 
near to classicism. Secondly, Stravinsky was also one of the composers who widely 
adopted folkish materials (Russian) in his music. After years of folk music research in 
his homeland and areas around, Bart6k did the same. Thus his admiration for Stravinsky 
can be understood since, in Stravinsky's works, he finds justification for his own 
compositional path.80 In Bart6k's first Harvard Lecture, he made comments about 
Stravinsky's Octetfor Wind Instruments and the Concertofor Piano :81 
This is the neoclassical period of which the PuIcinella music is only a preparatory study. It really 
starts with his Octet for wind instruments, followed by his Concerto for Piano (wind instruments 
and percussion), ... when I once met Stravinsky in Paris, he told me that he thinks he has the right 
to incorporate into his music any material he believes to be fit or appropriate for his p u r p o s e s . . . . 
With this conviction, Stravinsky turned to music of bygone times, to the so-called classical music 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for a new starting point. ... The opinion of some 
people that Stravinsky's neoclassical style is based on Bach, Handel, and other composers of their 
time is a rather superficial one. As a matter of fact, he tums only to the material of that period, to 
the patterns used by Bach, Handel, and others. Stravinsky uses this material in his own way, 
arranging and transforming it according to his own individual spirit, thus creating works of a new, 
individual style. Had he tried also to transpose Bach's or Handel's spirit into his work, imitation 
and not creation would have been the result. 
78. Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Conversations with Igor Stravinsky, (London : Faber and Faber， 
1979), p.74. 
/ 
79. Gillies, BartdkRemenibered, p . l l3 . 
80. K ^ a t i , 'The First Two Piano Concertos," p.501. 
81. Suchoff, Bela Bartdk Essays, p. 360. 
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In the same lecture, Bart6k gave comments about Stravinsky's ballet music : 
Everybody knows of his dislike of Wagner. Instead of Wagner, therefore, he turned to 
contemporary French music and especially to the music of his Russian predecessors as starting 
points. ... Then follows the Firebird ballet, a more accomplished work. With Petrushka a new 
element enters as a basis : Russian peasant music. This element is retained in a still more perfected 
style in the fol lowing La Sacre du printemps, more or less, perhaps, in Rossignol also, and 
finally, as the highest accomplishment in his Village Wedding Scenes {Les Noces). ... Now, 
>• almost all the motives (for instance, of Sacre) seem to be Russian peasant music motives or their 
一 excellent imitations. And the harmonies into which they are inserted are marvellously suitable for 
� the creation of a kind of apotheosis of the Russian rural music. But, despite the quite incredible 
novelty displayed throughout, the aforementioned bases as original starting points remain 
recognizable. Even the origin of the rough-grained, brittle, and jerky musical structure, backed by 
ostinatos, which is so completely different from any structural proceeding of the past, may be 
sought in the short-breathed Russian peasant motives. 
There is no doubt that B61a Bart6k studied Stravinsky's work thoroughly, and the fact 
that Stravinsky's music drifted away from the German tradition was echoed by Bart6k. 
He considered Stravinsky to be "the closest of all the composers to his own beliefs, and 
almost no Bart6k publication or statement of the 1920s passed without some reference to 
the Russian c o m p o s e r . 8 2 ln the two Bart6k piano concertos under consideration, the 
shadow of Stravinsky is quite vivid. Although it is still not clear whether these imitations 
are intentional or not, one thing is sure : deep down in his heart, Bart6k appreciated 
Stravinsky as one of the "two leading composers of the past d e c a d e " 8 3 (the other was 
Schoenberg). 
Bart6k's scoring for his first two piano concertos is to some extent influenced by 
Stravinsky's Octet for Wind Instruments and the Concerto for Piano and Wind 
Instruments (with timpani). Stravinsky's Octet uses 1 flute, 2 clarinets (B-flat and A), 
2 bassoons, 1 trumpet in C, 1 tenor trombone and 1 bass trombone. The Concertofor 
Piano and Wind Instruments is scored for 1 piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 1 English hom, 2 
clarinets in A, 2 bassoons, 4 homs, 4 trumpets； 3 trombones, 1 tuba, timpani and double 
basses. The preference for wind instruments is obvious, and the instrumentation in 
Stravinsky's concerto is imitated by Bart6k in a similar way in the middle movement of 
his First Piano Concerto and the first movement of the Second Concerto. In both 
movements, Bart6k does not use the strings. The brasses are given an important role, 
especially in the first movement of the Second Concerto. Furthermore, both 
Stravinsky's and Bart6k's concertos have a busy piano part. Although Stravinsky's 
concerto has a slow introduction for the winds, the piano is almost non-stop after that. 
Moreover, as discussed before, in his Second Piano Concerto, Bart6k assigns thematic 
material to the orchestra which is essentially independent of the piano thematics. With 
82. K%^ti, 'The First Two Piano Concertos," p.501 
83• Suchoff, Bela Bartdk Essays’ p.360. 
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close examination of Stravinsky's concerto, the piano score is also rather independent of 
the orchestra thematics. What is more, comparing the following musical examples taken 
from Stravinsky's concerto and Bart6k's concertos (Examples 71a，b and Examples 72a, 
b), there are clear similarities. Examples 71a and71b undeniably show a close rhythmic 
connection. Both Bart6k and Stravinsky are fond of using offbeat accents while the on 
beat accents are produced by the piano. In Examples 72a and 72b，the piano figuration is 
rather similar and the orchestra part is ostinato-like. 
> . 
� Example 71a. Bart6k Con 1 : i mm98-100 
C>rJ)6iiy^ 1 f ” y i 广 f 1 i f >1 广 
p f c u u ? 1 J J 1 J J 
Example 71b. Stravinsky Concerto for Piano and Wind Listruments 
Rehearsal No. 89 
o d ^ y r ^ r i [ ' r ^ r ^ r 
f , , w n 门 n n m n , 
Example 72a. Bart6k Con 2 : i mml5-16 
t^ /ooi- | i ' ” I � 1 Y ~ ) I� ^ V r 
u W 5 � v g ^ 4 ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ 4 4~~二 
Hom _ r ~ B ~ i ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ l ^ " 4 ^ ^ ^ = ^ 1"~1 巨兰 
, J ^ ^ W ^ ^ * 1 
g f f g t f S ^ ^ 
Example 72b. Stravinsky Concerto for Piano and Wind bistmments 
5-6 meas. after Rehearsal No. 5 
I _ _ ^ T ij ^ 卞 1二 
OrchesU^^ 1^\ 7三； ^ ^曰 ^ 7 Y 二 
. j ^ ^ ^ # 4 
t ^ ^ ^ i n n ' 
^ 4 ^ ^ ^ + 丨 ^ 
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Bart6k was highly impressed by the use of folk materials in Stravinsky's early ballets, 
and the shadow of Stravinsky's ballet music in his two concertos is obvious as shown in 
the following comparisons. Compare Bart6k's First Piano Concerto (Example 20a) with 
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring (Example 73). It is interesting to find that both composers 
have abandoned the traditional use of strings as melodic instruments. Instead, the strings 
are used to produce barbaric and hammering ostinato patterns. 
一 Example 73 : Stravinsky The Rite of Spring 
— Rehearsal No. 18 
’ 丨 厂 ⑴ r | ^ , r | ^ . p |"^%" 
1 (p " ‘. J; > A - ^ J^  i> ^ - J '人 ^ ^ r r r ^ 
/ 0 y5 (|^^I'.) 3t/v^n. ^i-v. ， 7 
W f f l # ^ 
Apart from all of the above, the frequent change of meter and the simultaneous use of 
major and minor tonality which are so commonly found in Stravinsky's music, appear 
also in the two Bart6k concertos. Although these stylistic characteristics may well be an 
influence from Bart6k's folk music research, it also seems natural that Bart6k would 
follow the same route as the person he admired and respected so much. Whenever he 
gives statements (mostly positive) concerning Stravinsky's musical style, he is, at the 
same time,justifying his own compositional path : 
It seems that the trend toward frequent changes of measure is one of the internationally-
characteristic features of the twentieth century. Conductors and orchestras of forty and thirty years 
ago did not very much like the idea. Now, however, they are already accustomed to it, and even 
such extremely difficult pieces as the last part of Sacre do not give them too much trouble. Now, it 
is just this work by Stravinsky where you find plenty of the most characteristic changes of 
8 4 
m e a s u r e . ^ 
He [Stravinsky] lays stress on this circumstance even in the titles of some of his works. He says, 
for instance, 'Concerto in A\ The designation 'major' or 'minor’，however, is omitted; for the 
o c 
quality of the third degree is not fixed.®^ 
Last but not least, one of the influences from Stravinsky can be seen in the connection 
between the first subject played by the trumpet in the first movement of Bart6k's Second 
Piano Concerto and the finale of Stravinsky's FirebirdbaWei. The first half of Bart6k's 
first subject is an almost exact quotation of Stravinsky's tune. The main difference is that 
Stravinsky's tune is to be played in a majestic hymn-like manner (Lento maestoso d = 
54) while Bart6k's quotation is playful and fast (Allegro :104). When making a 
comparison of these two melodies, Janos Kdrpati says :86 
-.. — . - - - - •  —- -•-‘“ ‘“ 
84. Suchoff, Bda Bartdk Essays, p.386. 
85. Suchoff, Bila Bartdk Essays, p.371. 
86. K%>ati, 'The First Two Piano Concertos," p.507. 
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The only difference between these two themes is that Stravinsky's is lento maestoso, creating a 
Russian national or folk atmosphere - one is reminded of Mussorgsky's 'Great Gate of Kiev: or 
Rimsky-Korsakov's Overture on Three Russian Themes - while Bart6k forces these same notes into 
a firm, hard, Baroque rhythm. 
Bart6k once justified his quotation of other people's tunes :87 
We know that Shakespeare borrowed the stories of his plays from all sources. ... We know that 
Handel adapted a work by Stradella in one of his oratorios. ... And in music too, as in poetry and in 
. painting, it does not [matter] what themes we use. It is the form into which we mould it that makes 
~ the essence of our work. This form rcveals the knowledge, lhe creative power, the individuality of 
the artist. 
’ 
From what has been said, it is clear that Bart6k does not oppose musical quotations. 
In fact, he also said that the artist has the right to do it, and, using the predecessors' 
materials is a necessity. His respected figure, Stravinsky, also has expressed a similar 
opinion (see footnote 81). Thus, borrowing Stravinsky's Firebird theme for his own use 
is consistent with his intentions. 
.¾ 
«. 




The two Bart6k concertos are representative works in the first half of the twentieth 
century. Even though the First Piano Concerto was criticized for being too difficult, it 
“jepresented Bart6k's first attempt in the piano concerto genre. On close examination, the 
First Concerto consists of a wealth of thematic ideas. Bart6k's attempt to relate the first 
and last movements by reusing characteristic fragments from the first movement such as 
the repeated notes motive and the syncopated motive in his last movement not only helps 
to create unity between the two outer movements, it also creates a symmetry in his 
concerto. In the second movement of the same concerto, the three-note motive 'i' serves 
as the unifying element in the whole movement. Beyond this, as shown in the same 
movement, the climax in the piece coincides with the ideal proportional point of the 
"Golden Mean." It shows that the structure, including the climactic point of a movement, 
is always carefully planned (although it is still unclear whether the planning is conscious 
or subconscious). In the Second Concerto, moreover, even tighter organization can be 
?v 
seen as almost every motive from the first movement is reused in various modified forms 
in the three Ritornellos in the last movement. In the middle movement, the two outer 
Adagios, which enclose the Presto, are treated in a similar way - the second Adagio is a 
modification of the first. The whole structure is，again, a carefully planned symmetry. 
In the Second Concerto, Bart6k's way of constructing a symmetry becomes more 
mature. He uses various old compositional techniques such as augmentation, 
diminution, rhythmic variation, intervallic extension and compression, inversion and 
retrograde inversion. Overall, he favours classical forms; thus he adopts sonata structure 
for three movements out of the six in the two concertos. He also employs a Baroque-like 
rondo form in the last movement of the Second Concerto. Although he uses old 
methods, the music he produces belongs to the twentieth century : he freely uses folk 
influenced rhythm; the kind of harmony he employs cannot be explained in conventional 
harmonic terms - chords composed of seconds (both major and minor), fourths (perfect 
and augmented), sevenths (major and minor) and even clusters are frequently found; 
major and minor chords are used simultaneously; different key signatures appear at the 
same time; superimposed chords of fifths and fourths, going in parallel motion, abound; 
different pitch spelling systems are put together; the complete free use of the twelve tones 
occurs. Bart6k has successfully created new music by using old techniques. 
The two concertos also reveal Bart6k's novelty approach to orchestration. Instead of 
employing a gigantic orchestra like most Romantic masters did, Bart6k uses only the 
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most essential instruments. Influenced by the Neoclassicism of the twenties, Bart6k's 
orchestrais relatively small. But unlike a Classical orchestra, Bart6k's string section is 
not the basis of the orchestra; the strings are used only in four movements out of the six. 
Sometimes the strings are not treated as melodic instruments but are required to 'hammer 
out’ ostinato figures in many places in both concertos. Apart from the solo piano, the 
percussion and the brass become two leading sections in Bart6k's first two piano 
concertos. The percussion, especially the timpani, accompany the piano at most crucial 
�points in both concertos. The piano and the percussion become an inseparable pair. It is 
justifiable to say that the piano and the brass are responsible for producing most of the 
melodic thematic materials, while the percussion play most of the rhythmic materials. 
Also, in the two concertos, the orchestra and the piano are assigned independent thematic 
materials. The four different sections of the orchestra and the piano seem to be five 
different bodies, each body has its independent role, and each rivals the other in 
presenting its musical ideas - the piano and the brass play their own melodic lines, the 
percussion produce their rhythmic motives, the strings 'hammer out’ their repetitive, 
barbaric ostinato patterns, the woodwind play short motives of punctuating function. 
Although the piano produces most of the melodic elements in the two concertos, its 
percussive and rhythmic quality is stressed over its melodic function sometimes. 
.¾' 
Therefore, it is not difficult to find the piano playing motives with repeated notes or 
ostinato figures in the two concertos. It seems that the piano becomes an important 
member of the percussion family. This innovative instrumentation makes the two 
concertos representative works in the early twentieth century. 
Bart6k's first two piano concerto also represent a fusion of West European art and 
East European, even North African, folk music. Due to his research in the rich culture 
of East European and North African folk music, an atmosphere of folk music permeates 
in Bart6k's first two concertos. As reflected in the two concertos, Bart6k freely uses folk 
rhythms. East European scales, peasant modes and the twelve tones. Consequently, he 
has successfully incorporated the spirit of folk music in his art music, in a natural and 
subconscius way, by using West European instruments. 
Last but not least, as shown in this research, several composers are influential in 
Bart6k's work and they become the shaping forces of some of the characteristics of his 
first two concertos. It is highly probable that Bart6k imitated some of the compositional 
styles, such as their contrapuntal writing techniques, of a number of the Italian keyboard 
masters in the Baroque period. Beethoven, the Classical giant, is highly appreciated by 
Bart6k. His work probably influences the second movement of Bart6k's Second Piano 
Concerto. Stravinsky is considered by Bart6k one of the "greatest of the moderns." His 
work has great significance for Bart6k's orchestration in both concertos and, most 
7 1 . 
important of all, the melodic shape of the first subject in the first movement of the Second 
Piano Concerto since its first six notes are probably a quotation from the Finale of 
Stravinsky's Firebird. As Bart6k believes in musical quotation, he has certainly made 






1. Formal Outline of Bart6k's First Piano Concerto 
Dr. Koren (EMB) JE Guerry The Present Writer 
� M O V E M E N T I: ALLEGRO MODERATO (Sonata Form) 
w. I ^ I 
Iptroduction 1 - 37 1 - 37 1 - 37 
Exposition 38 - 172 [162] 38 - 130 38 - 162 
Development 172 [163] - 343 [332] 131 - 366 163 - 332 
Pseudo-Recap 343 [333] - 376 [366] 333 - 366 
Recapitulation 376 [366] - 473 366 - 440 366 - 463 
Coda 473 - 485 [482] 441 - 4 8 2 463 - 4«2 
MOVEMENT II: ANDANTE CTemary Form) 
A 1 - 82 1 - 90 1 - 82 
,¾' 
B 83 - 141 91 - 150 83 - 141 
A' 142 - 177 151 - 214 (Dev't & Coda) 142 - 177 
Coda 178 - 214 178 - 214 
MOVEMENT III: ALLEGRO MOLTO (Sonata Form) 
Exposition 1 - 209 1 - 216 1 - 209 
Development 210 - 353 217 - 356 210 - 350 
Recapitulation 353 - 462 357 - 534[528](Recap&Coda) 351 - 4 6 2 
Coda 462 - 528 462 - 528 
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2. Formal Outline of Bart6k's Second Piano Concerto 
P S. (EMB) JE Guerry The Present Writer 
MOVEMENT I: ALLEGRO (Sonata Form) 
A 1 - 32 Exposition 
B 3 2 - 5 7 1 - 118 1 - 1 1 8 
一 A' 58 - 73 
� C 74 - 1 1 8 (Concertino) Development 
A" 119- 135 119- 180 119- 180 
C' 136 - 179 (Concertino) Recapitulation I Cadenza / Coda Recapitulation 
A' 180 - 221 180 - 307 180 - 221 
Cadenza 222 - 253 Cadenza 222 - 253 
B' 254 - 284 C o ^ 
A 285-307(Coda) 254 - 307 
MOVEMENT II: ADAGIO - PRESTO - ADAGIO QTemary Form) 
Adagio r ^ 1 - 6 3 1 - 6 3 
VXV' XV ABABA 
62 - 63 Transition 
Presto 1 - 208 1 - 208 1 - 208 
YZY' CDC 
Adagio 1 - 4 1 1 - 4 1 1 - 4 1 
VX' V" ABA 
MOVEMENT III: ALLEGRO MOLTO (Rondo Form) 
Litroduction 1 - 3 
D CK) Concertino 3 - 44 Ritoraello 1 - 44 1 - 44 
A' 45 - 74 Episode 1 45 - 73 45 - 73 
D m Concertino 7 4 - 9 3 Ritomellt> 73 - 93 73 - 93 
B' 94 - 138 Episode2 94 - 137 94 - 137 
D (X) Concertino 138 - 161 Ritomello 138 - 161 138 - 161 
A' 1 6 2 - 2 0 6 Episode3 162 - 206 162 - 206 
DpC)Cadenza 207 - 236 Ritoraello 207 - 254 201 - 254 
A' 237 - 254 
B' 255 - 274 Coda 255 - 326 255 - 326 
C' 275 - 304 
A' Stretta/Coda 304 - 336 [326] 
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3. Thematic Coherence in the first movement of the First Piano Concerto 
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4. Thematic Coherence iii the three movements of the First Piano Concerto 
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5. Thematic Coherence in the outer movements of the Second Piano Concerto 
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